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PUTTING SOME OF IT TOGETHER  

THE "NEW" SCIENTOLOGY'S NEVER-ENDING STORY OF
ACTIONS AGAINST ITS ADVERSARIES

THE ARMSTRONG EXAMPLE

According to the theoretical "bible" of intelligence strategy used by Scientology. a book called
the "Art Of Wat," it is always better to undennine your enemies plans than to attack their armies.
The Armstrong case is a good example of the coordinated strategy of the "new" Scientology and
the "new" Scientology Executives in action. It demonstrates the true Scientology style in
handling truth, cover stories, intelligence tactics. and their conspiratorial world view in action
against important current adversaries.

From Scientology's legal arguments which attempted to seal the Amtstrong case from the public
and media:

fThe infiltration of the church was planned as an
undercover operation by the LA CID, [criminal investigation
division of IRS,] along with former church rnernber Gerald
Armstrong, who jplanned. to seed church files with forged
documents which the IRS could then seize in a raid. The IRS
planned to assist F-.rmstrong in taking over the Church of
Scientology hierarchy which then turn over all church
documents no the IRS for their investigation."

"Armstrcng' has admitted, in ea videotaped interview, co
creating forged documents for placement in church files for
the sole purpose of giving the false appearance of unethical
or illegal actions committed by the church; and Armstrong
has actmitztzed, in a videotaped interview, his rncencior. co
commit perjury..."

"In November 1984 I] Pmnscrong was plotting against the
Scientology Churches and seeking out: staff members in the
Church who would be willing to assist him in cwerthrowing
Church leadership. The Church obtained information about
Armstrong's plans and, through a jpolice sanctioned
investigation, provided Armstrong with the "defectors he
sought."

To what lengths will Scientology go to create false and misdirecting cover stories? In
this case. Scientology was expecting a major new IRS investigation and another adverse
ruling. The above-quoted paragraphs were provided a damage control cover story and a
poison pill deterrent for the expected IRS problem. Using it. Scientology hoped to make
itself look like a poor. weak. and harmless persecuted religion being taken over by a big.
feared. anti-religious government agency in conspiracy with a Scientology defector.
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This rather transparent strategy was designed to draw the uninformed to its defense and scare
the IRS into backing off. This black PR tactic, and the "hopelessly intertwined" religious issue
confusions attached to it, are relied upon to create a "smoke and mirror" conspiracy in the minds of
judges, legitimate religions, and honest civil libenarian groups. (Full details on Scientology‘s
paradoxical use of the "hopelessly intertwined" religious issues are contained in the "Pervasive
Pretext and Scientology" chapter.)

You saw, on the previous page, Scientology’s version of the Annstrong story. You have read
the Scientology policy called TR-L (Training Routine, Lying). Keep that policy in mind as you
read the real story of Gerry Armstrong, as it was decided
(The Armstrong story appeared in the "inFonner," a leading newsletter of former Scientologists.)

THE TRIALS OF GERRY ARMSTRONG

The following is an except from the Breckenridge decision in 1984 where he describes the
history of the case. It is now judicial fact. From the Informer Newsletter. (All during the
Armstrong events, which go on to this day, the same two individuals ran the "new" Scientology:
David Misgauge and Norman Starkey.)

Defendant Annstrong was involved with Scientology from 1969 through 1981, a period
spanning 12 years. During that time he was a dedicated and devoted member who revered the
founder, L. Ron Hubbard. There was little that Defendant Armstrong would not do for Hubbard or
education, one-third of his life, money and anything he could give in order to further the goals of
Scientology, goals he believed were based upon the truth, honesty, integrity of Hubbard and the
Organization.

From 1971 through 1981, Defendant Armstrong was a member of the Sea Organization, a
group of highly trained Scientologists who were considered the upper echelon of the Scientology
organization.

During those years he was placed in various locations, but it was never made clear to him
exactly which Scientology corporation he was working for. Defendant Armstrong understood that,
ultimately, he was working for L. Ron Hubbard, who controlled an Scientology finances.
personnel, and operations while Defendant was in the Sea Organization.

Beginning in 1979 Defendant Armstrong resided at Gilman Hot Springs, California, in
Hubbard's "Household Unit." The Household Unit took care of the personal wishes and needs of
Hubbard at many levels. Defendant Armstrong acted as the L. Ron Hubbard Renovations In-
Charge and was responsible for renovations, decoration, and maintenance of Hubbard's home and
office at Gilman Hot Springs.

In January of 1980 there was an announcement of a possible raid to be made by the FBI or
other law enforcement agencies of the property. Everyone on the property was required by
Hubbard's representatives, the Commodore's Messengers, to go through all documents located on
the property and "vet" or destroy anything which showed that Hubbard controlled Scientology
organizations, retained financial control, or was issuing orders to people at Gilman Hot Springs.

A commercial paper shredder was rented and operated day and night for two weeks to destroy
hundreds of thousands of pages of documents.

During the period of shredding, Brenda Black, the individual responsible for storage of
Hubbard's personal belongings at Gilman Hot Springs, came to Defendant Armstrong with a box
of documents and asked whether they were to be shredded. Defendant Armstrong reviewed the
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documents and found they consisted of a wide variety of documents including Hubbard's personal
papers, diaries, and other writings from a time before he started Dianetics in 1950, together with
documents belonging to third persons which had apparently been stolen by Hubbard or his agents.
Defendant Annstrong took the documents from Ms. Black and placed them in a safe location on
the property. He then searched for and located another twenty or more boxes containing similar
materials, which were poorly maintained.

On January 8, 1980, Defendant Armstrong wrote a petition to Hubbard requesting his
permission to perform the research for a biography to be done about his life. The petition states
that Defendant Armstrong had located the subject materials and lists of a number of activities he
wished to perform in connection with the biography research.

Hubbard approved the petition, and Defendant Armstrong became the L. Ron Hubbard i=1
Personal Relations Officer Researcher (PRO Res). Defendant claims that this petition and its
approval forms the basis for a contract between Defendant and Hubbard. Defendant Annstrong's
supervisor was then Laurel Sullivan, L. Ron Hubbard's Personal Public Relations Officer.

During the first part of 1980, Defendant Armstrong moved all of the L. Ron Hubbard Archives
materials he had located at Gilman Hot Springs to an office in the church of Scientology Cedars
Complex in Los Angeles. These materials comprised approximately six file cabinets. Defendant
Armstrong had located himself in the Cedars Complex, because he was also involved in "Mission
Corporate Category Sort-Out," a mission to work out legal strategy. Defendant Armstrong was
involved with this mission until June of 1980.

It was also during this early part of 1980 that Hubbard left the location in Gilman Hot Springs,
Califomia. and went into hiding. Although Defendant Armstrong was advised by Laurel Sullivan
that no one could communicate with Hubbard, Defendant Armstrong knew that the ability for
communication existed, because he had forwarded materials to Hubbard at his request in mid
1980.

Because of this purported inability to communicate with Hubbard, Defendant Amistrong's
request to purchase biographical materials of Hubbard from people who offered them for sale went
to the Commodore's Messengers Organization. the personal representatives of Hubbard.

In June of 1980 Defendant Armstrong became involved in the selection of a writer for the
Hubbard biography. Defendant Armstrong leamed that Hubbard had approved of a biography
proposal prepared by Omar Ganison, a writer who was not a member of Scientology. Defendant
Annstrong had meetings with Mr. Ganison regarding the writing of the biography and what
documentation and assistance would be made available to him. As understood by Mr. Garrison,
Defendant Armstrong represented Hubbard in these discussions.

. Mr. Garrison was advised that the research material he would have at his disposal were
Hubbard's personal archives. Mr. Garrison would only undertake a writing of the biography if the
materials provided to him were from Hubbard's personal archives, and only if his manuscript was
subject to the approval of Hubbard himself.

In October of 1980 Mr. Garrison came to Los Angeles and was toured through the Hubbard
archives material that Defendant Armstrong had assembled up to that time. This was an important
"selling point" in obtaining Mr. Garrison's agreement to write the biography. On October 30. 1980.
art agreement was entered into between Ralston-Pilot, ncv. F/S/O Omar V. Garrison, and AOSH
DK Publications of Copenhagen, Denmark, for the writing of a biography of Hubbard.
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Paragraph 10B of the agreement states that: __ I .

“Publisher shall use its best effonsto provide Author with an office. an officer assistant and/Or
research assistant, office supplies and any needed archival and interview materials in connection
with the writing of the Work." The "research assistant" provided to Mr. Garrison was Defendant
Annstrong.

During 1980 Defendant Amistrong exchanged correspondence with Intervenor regarding the
biography project. Following his approval by Hubbard as biography researcher, Defendant
Armstrong wrote to Intervenor on February 5, 1980, advising her of the scope of the project. In the
letter Defendant stated that he had found documents which included Hubbard's diary from his
Orient trip, poems, essays from his youth, and several personal letters, as well as other things.

By letter of February l 1, 1980, lnteryenor responded to Defendant, acknowledging that he
would be canying out the duties of Biography Researcher. On October 14, 1980, Defendant
Annstrong again wrote to Intervenor, updating her on "Archives materials" and proposing certain
guidelines for the handling of those materials.

It was Intervenor who, in early 1981, ordered certain biographical materials from "Controller
Archives“ to be delivered to Defendant Annstrong. These materials consisted of several letters
written by Hubbard in the 1920's and 1930's, Hubbard's Boy Scout books and materials, several
old Hubbard family photographs, a diary kept by Hubbard in his youth, and several other items.

Defendant Armstrong received these materials upon the order of Intervenor following his letter
of October 15, 1980, to her in which defendant stated, at page 7, that there were materials in the
"Controller Archives" that would be helpful to him in the biography research

After these materials were delivered to Defendant Armstrong, lntervenor was removed from her
Scientology position of Controller in 1981, presumably because of her conviction for the felony of
ODSil‘LlC1i0I1 of justice in connection with the theft of Scientology documents from various
government offices and agencies in Washington, D.C.

During the time Defendant Armstrong worked on the biography project and acted as Hubbard
Archivist, there was never any mention that he was not to be dealing with Hubbard's personal
documents or that the delivery of those documents to Mr. Garrison was not authorized.

For the first year or more of the Hubbard biography and archive project, funding came from
Hubbard’s personal staff unit at Gilman Hot Springs, California. In early 1981, however,
Defendant Armstrong’s supervisor, Laurel Sullivan, ordered him to request that funding come from
what was known as SEA Org Reserves. Approval for this change in funding came from the SEA
Org Reserves Chief and Watch Dog Committee, the top Commodores Messenger Organization
unit, who were Hubbard's personal representatives.

From November of 1980 through 1981, Defendant Armstrong worked closely with Mr.
Garrison, assembling Hubbard's archives into logical categories, copying them and arranging the
copies of the Archives materials into bound volumes. Defendant Armstrong made two copies of
almost all documents copied for Mr. Ganison one for Mr. Ganison and the other to remain in
Hubbard Archives for reference or recopying. Defendant Armstrong created approximately 400
binders of documents. The vast majority of the documents for Mr. Garrison came from Hubbard's
personal Archives, of which Defendant Armstrong was in charge. Materials which came from other
Archives, such as the Controller Archives, were provided to Defendant Amistrong by Scientology
staff members who had these documents in their care.
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It was not until late 1981 that Plaintiff was to provide a person to assist on the biography project
by providing Mr. Ganison with "Guardian Office‘-‘ materials. otherwise described as technical
materials relating to the operation of Scientology. The individual appointed for this task was
Vaughn Young. Controller Archives and Guardian Office Archives had no connection to the
Hubbard Archives, which Defendant Armstrong created and maintained as Hubbard's personal
materials.

A In addition to the assemblage of Hubbard's Archives. Defendant Armstrong worked conunually
on researching and assembling materials concerning Hubbard by interviewing dozens of
individuals, including Hubbard's living aunt, uncle, and four cousins. Defendant Amrstrong did a
genealogy study of Hubbard's family and collected, assembled, and read hundreds of thousands of
pages of documentation in Hubbard's archives.

During 1980 Defendant Annstrong remainec convinced of Hubbard's honesty and integrity and
believed that the representations he had made about himself in various publications were truthful.
Defendant Armstrong was devoted to Hubbard and was convinced that any information which he
discovered to be unflattering of Hubbard or contradictory to what Hubbard has said about himself,
was a lie being spread by Hubbard's enemies. Even when Defendant Armstrong located documents
in Hubbard's Archives which indicated that representations made by Hubbard and the Organization
were untrue, Defendant Armstrong would find some means to “explain away" the contradictory
information.

Slowly, however, throughout 1981, Defendant Armstrong began to see that Hubbard and the
Organization had continuously lied about Hubbard's past, his credentials, and his
accomplishments. Defendant Armstrong believed, in good faith, that the only means by which
Scientology could succeed in what Defendant Armstrong believed was its goal of creating an
ethical environment on earth. and the only way Hubbard could be free of his critics. would be for
Hubbard and the Organization to discontinue the lies about Hubbard's past, his credentials, and
accomplishments. Defendant Armstrong resisted any public relations piece or announcement about
Hubbard which the L. Ron Hubbard Public Relations Bureau proposed for publication which was
not factual. Defendant Armstrong attempted to change and make accurate the various "about the
author" sections in Scientology books, and further, Defendant rewrote or critiqued several of these
and other publications for the L. Ron Hubbard Public Relations Bureau and various Scientology
Organizations. Defendant Armstrong believed and desired that the Scientology Organization and its
leader discontinue the perpetration of the massive fraud upon the innocent followers of Scientology,
and the public at large.

Because of Defendant Armstrong's actions, in late November of 1981, Defendant was requested
to come to Gilman Hot Springs by Commodore Messenger Organization Executive, Cirrus Slevin.
Defendant Armstrong was ordered to undergo a "security check," which involved Defendant
Armstrong's interrogation while connected to a crude Scientology lie detector machine called an E-
meter.

The organization wished to determine what materials Defendant Armstrong had provided to
Omar Ganison. Defendant Armstrong was struck by the realization that the Organization would
not work with him to correct the numerous fraudulent representations made to followers of
Scientology and the public about L. Ron Hubbard and the Organization itself. Defendant
Armstrong, who, for twelve years of his life, had placed his complete and full trust in Mr. and Mrs.
Hubbard and the Scientology Organization, saw that his trust had no meaning and that the massive
frauds perpetrated about Hubbard's past. credentials. and accomplishments would continue to be
spread.
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Less than three weeks before Defendant Armstrong left Scientology. he wrote a letter to Cirrus
Slcvin on November 25. 198 1, in which it is char that his intentions in airing the inaccuracies,
falsehoods, and frauds regarding Hubbard were done in good faith. In his letter he stated as
follows:

"lf we present inaccuracies, hyperbole or downright lies as fact or truth, it doesn't matter what
slant we give them, if disproved the man will look. to outsiders at least, like a charlatan. This is
what I'm trying to prevent and what I've been working on the past year and a hal f. .

"and that is why I said to Norman that it is up to us to insure that everything which goes out
about LRH is one hundred percent accurate. That is not to say that opinions can't be voiced. they
can. And they can contain all the hype you want. But they should not be constnred as facts. And
anything stated as a fact should be documentable.

"We are in a period when "investigative reporting" is popular, and when there is relatively easy
access to documentation on a person. We can't delude ourselves I believe, if we want to gain public
acceptance and cause some betterment in society, that we can get away with statements, the
validity of which I don't know.

"The real disservice to LRH, and the ultimate make wrong is to go on assuming that everything
he's ever written or said is one hundred percent accurate and publish it as such without verifying it.
I'm talking here about biographical writings. This only leads. should any of his statements tum out
to be inaccurate, to a make-wrong of him, and consequently his technology.

"That's what I'm trying to remedy and prevent.

"To say that LRH is not capable of hype, errors or lies is certainly (sic) not granting him much
of a beingness. To continue on with the line that he has never erred nor lied is counterproductive. It
is an unreal attitude and too far removed from both the reality and people in general that it would
widen public .

"...That is why I feel the falsities must be corrected, and why we must verify our facts and
present them in a favorable light.“

The remainder of the letter contains examples of facts about Hubbard which Defendant
Armstrong found to be wholly untnre or inaccurate and which were represented as tnre by the
Hubbard's and the Scientology Organization.

In December of 1981 Defendant Armstrong made the decision to leave the Church of
Scientology. In order to continue in his commitment to Hubbard and Mr. Garrison in the biography
project, he copied a large quantity of documents, which Mr. Ganison had requested or which
would be useful to him for the biography. Defendant Armstrong delivered all of this material to
Mr. Ganison the date he left the SEA Organization and kept nothing in his possession. R

Thereafter, Defendant Armstrong maintained friendly relations with Hubbard's representatives
by returning to the Archives office and discussing the various categories of materials. In fact on
February 24, 1982, Defendant Armstrong wrote to Vaughn Young, regarding cenain materials Mr
Young was unable to locate for Omar Ganison.
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After this letter was written, Defendant Armstrong went to the Archives office and lo;'ated
certain materials Mr. Garrison had wanted which Hubbard representatives claimed they could not
locate.

At the time Defendant Armstrong left the SEA Organization, he was disappointed with
Scientology and Hubbard, and also felt deceived by them. However, Defendant Armstrong felt he
had no enemies and felt no ill will toward anyone in the Organization or Hubbard, but still believed
that a truthful biography should be written.

After leaving the SEA Organization, Defendant Armstrong continued to assist M r. Garrison
with the Hubbard biography project. In the spring of 1982, Defendant Armstrong at Mr. Garrison's
request, transcribed some of his interview tapes, copied some of the documentation he had. tuid
assembled several more binders of copied materials. Defendant Armstrong also set up shelves for-
Mr. Ganison for all the biography research materials, worked on a cross-reference systems, and
continued to do library research for the biography.

On February 18, 1982. the Church of Scientology Intemational issued a "Suppressive Person
Declare Gerry Annstrong,“ which is an official Scientology document issued against individuals
who are considered as enemies of the Organization. Said Suppressive Person Declare charged that
Defendant Armstrong had taken an unauthorized leave and that he was spreading destructive
rumors about Senior Scientologists.

Defendant Armstrong was unaware of said Suppressive Person Declare until April of 1982. At
that time a revised Declare was issued on April 22. 1982. Said Declare charged Defendant
Armstrong with 18 different "Crimes and High Crimes and Suppressive Acts Against the Church."
'lhe charges included theft, juggling accounts, obtaining loans on money under false pretenses,
promulgating false infonnation about the Church, its founder, and members, and other untruthful
allegations designed to make Defendant Armstrong an appropriate subject of the Scientology "Fair
Game Doctrine." Said Doctrine allows any suppressive person to be "tricked, cheated, lied to, sued.
or destroyed.“

The second declare was issued shortly after Defendant Annstrong attempted to sell photographs
of his wedding on board Hubbard's ship (in which Hubbard appears). and photographs belonging
to some of his friends. which also included photos of L. R. Hubbard while in seclusion. Although
Defendant Armstrong delivered the photographs to a Virgil Wilhite for sale, he never received
payment or retum of his friend's photographs. When he became aware that the Church had these
photographs, he went to the Organization to request their return. A loud and boisterous argument
ensued, and eventually was told to leave the premises and get an attomey.

From his extensive knowledge of the coven and intelligence operations carried out by the
Church of Scientology of California against its enemies (suppressive persons), Defendant
Armstrong became tenified and feared that his life and the life of his wife were in danger. and he
also feared he would be the target of costly and harassing lawsuits. In addition, Mr. Garrison
became afraid for the security of the documents and believed that the intelligence network of the
Church of Scientology would break and enter his home to retrieve them. Thus, Defendant
Armstrong made copies of certain documents for Mr. Ganison and maintained them in a separate
location.
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lt was thereafter. in the summer of 1982. that Defendant Armstrong asked Mr. Ganison for
copies of documents to use in his defense and sent the documents to his attomeys. Michael Flynn
and Contos 6: Bunch. '

After the within suit was filed on August 2. 1982, Defendant Annstrong was the subject of
harassment. including being followed and surveilled by individuals who admitted employment by
Plaintiff: being assaulted by one of these individuals; being struck bodily by a car driven by one of
these individuals; having two attempts made by said individuals apparently to involve Defendant
Armstrong in a freeway automobile accident; having said individuals come onto Defendant
Armstrong's property. spy in his windows, create disturbances. and upset his neighbors. During
trial when it appeared that Howard Schomer (a fomier Scientologist) might be called as a defense
witness, the Church engaged in a somewhat sophisdcated effort to suppress his testimony. It is not
clear how the Church became aware of defense intentions to call Mr. Schomer as a witness. but it
is abundantly clear they sought to entice him back into the fold and prevent his testimony.
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THE WOLLERSI-IEIM CASE

TIMES CHANGE, TACTICS DON'T

What are the real reasons behind Scientology's endless stream of character assassinations‘?
"The defense of anything is untenable. The only way to

defend anything is to attack, and if you ever forget
that, you will lose every battle you are engaged in.
weather it is in terms of personal conversation, public
debate, or a court of law. NEVER BE INTERESTED IN
CHARGES. Do yourself, much MORE CHARGING, and you will
win . "

Another key reason for Scientology's adversarial tactics is not so much for the outside public.
but to redirect their own members attention away from critically thinking about or investigating
any of.the adverse charges leveled against Scientology. As illogical as it sounds. when members see
Scientology attacking accusers. they have been conditioned to think "We are attacking them louder
and longer. therefore we must be right." Although this tactic is more suitable to the Nazi Germany
era, "if a lie is told loud enough and long enough it will be believed," it is a continually repeated
Scientology technique to minimize the effect of doubts creeping into its income base.

A secondary effect of character assassination is to isolate current members from communication
or cooperation with the "evil or crazy" former members who have been exposed to non-censored
infortnation. These two factors. plus the desire to limit the applicability of future legal precedents.
are at play in the Wollersheim case. t a

Wollersheim has been repeatedly characterized by Scientology in the media and to its members.
as a draft evading college dropout, con man. drug-using hippie drifter. a wife beater with severe
emotional problems and having a prior mental history. Scientology also claimed that Wollersheim
tried to extort money from the church. broke into church files illegally. ran out on debtors. falsified
accounts receivables to obtain loans, was institutionalized for mental problems before being a
Scientology member. and lashed out against Scientology when his dreams of wealth failed to
materialize. Apparently the Court saw the financial persecution differently:

"Substantial evidence supports the conclusion Scientology leaders made the
deliberate decision to ruin Wollersheim economically and possibly
psychologically... Nothing... (in any) case we have been able to locate even implies
a religion is entitled to constitutional protection for a campaign deliberately
desigtred to financially min anybody--whether a member or nonmember of that
religion."
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To help create the necessary intemal explanatory illusion and to help set the stage for limiting
the precedent if they lost, besides issuing a general public notice of expulsion, Scientology created
and distributed a 10 page "dead agenting"5 -document called the "Wally Affidavit." In this
document. in the fomr of a satirical and often illogical story. are statements designed to clearly
signal members that Wollersheim was evil, a total "nut case." and what Scientology technology
calls in its loaded language a “Type III" ( completely psychotic).

Without explanation. the document alludes to Wollersheim communicating with aliens from
outer space and being ordered by them to attack Scientology. It went on to imply that while still a
member, Wollersheim tried to sell an embarrassing news story on Scientology, TO Scientology. for
10 million dollars. S

The implication was also made that all important Scientology-approved. certified. or validated
achievements that Wollersheim had ever completed or attained were attained under fraud. and that
Wollersheim had secretly been using his falsely attained status for personal gain. This served as a
cover story to members to help explain the failure of Scientology’s infallible technology and its elite
personne1's gross failure to discover these "facts" during Wollersheim's 10 years in Scientology and
approximately $100,000 in paid and received Scientology services.

Even with ex-members who have been out for years, Wollersheim still finds individuals
reluctant at first to cooperate with him because all they know is the "nut case“ intelligence line they
were fed in Scientology.

"Entirely by bringing about public conviction that
the sanity of a person is in question it is possible
to discount and eradicate all the goals and
activities of that person."
From the "Brainwashing Manual" ascribed- to L Ron Hubbard.

Oddly enough, current members or others repeating the Scientology attack line (that
Wollersheim had a mental history) do not wonder about the glaring incongruity that Wollersheim
was a mid-level executive Sea Org staff member who had gone through most of the secret OT
levels. Sea Org membership, and access to the OT levels both require, according to strict
Scientology policy, that the person have no history of mental illness or institutionalization.
Wollersheim was carefully screened and completely security checked by Scientology before he was
allowed on Sea Org staff or allowed on the upper levels. No valid prior mental or institutional
history existed until Scientology's intelligence divisiondecided to promote one out of an incident
it helped to create.53

 

51 An intelligence tactic for destroying the credibility and jeopardizing an
individual or operative.

52See "Coercive Persuasion and Scientology“ appendix for details of
Hublt_>_ard's covert authorship of this manual.

5-’Scientology staff members, on advice from their intelligence branch in
- Minneapolis. advised Wollersheim how to stage a false psychiatric and

institutional history with the Milwaukee draft board to assist Wollersheim in
avoiding the draft and becoming a future staff member FOR Scientology.
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The character assassination does not stop here. To falsely limit the Wollersheim liability
precedent to "only individuals who had PRIOR mental histories BEFORE getting into
Scientology," Scientology’s intelligence division rewrote and created several false "histories" for
Wollersheim. Scientology also promotes that Wollersheim was an incipient manic54 depressive
prior to Scientology and that Wollersheim is still an unbalanced manic depressive.-55

The facts demonstrate otherwise. Wollersheim had no dormant or prior history of manic
depression. After being exposed to Scientology Wollersheim did have temporary episodes of manic
depression which Scientology itself caused when they broke Wollersheim down in their
experimental thought refomr processes.56

As an adversary of Scientology, one of the first things one must give up is a sensitivity about
reputation. Over the past years Wollersheim has been reluctant to defend himself and has not ‘t
answered his accusers' cover stories. Now, after 12 years, Wollersheim is more openly associated
with the work of bringing justice to Scientology and helping its victims. The slurs against him
personally could damage the credibility of those activities. So it is time to say that Scientology's
statements are gross TR-L (Training Routine Lying) -style distortions or outright lies.

There is a "coincidence" that occurred during Wollersheim's 6-month trial which helps make
this point perfectly clear. lt also has the attempted precedent-limiting intelligence signature of
creating and rewriting "history" all over it.

One lunch break in the emptied courtroom, while the evidence exhibits were apparently not
being guarded, someone altered Dr. Margaret Singers notes on her interviews with me to read that
I had taken 300 LSD trips before entering Scientology. (Dr. Singer was the expert psychologist
testifying on my behalf.) The document was remembered to not have this on it when it was entered
into evidence. When Dr. Singer verified by phone that no such event occurred and she never wrote
such a statement in her notes this signature incident created a fluny in the counroom.

Whether it's Armstrong, Wollersheim, Fishman. O'Rielly, Alexander. the Aznerands. Rokos.
Kisser, Cezares, Wakefield. Schomer, Flynn. Yanni, Coredon. L Ron Hubbard lr., Orsini. Behar.
Cooper, Kaufman. Singer, West. Clark. Levitt. Mclean. Sulivan. Walters, Mayo, Flynn.
Mclvlurray, the Broekets, other judges, govemment investigators or prosecutors. ex-members, ex-
celebrity members, new defectors, media people, adversarial witness or experts. expect to see
these policies enacted. All that will change is the names and details of their attention-
redirecting cover stories and their rewrites of history and reality.--- And,

These are not renegade acts. Scientology has become as determined and skillful in character

54 The courts have been caught occasionally by Scientology’s sophisticated
intelligence skills in creating "reality" by rewriting "histories" with false and
altered documents. Our court systems are simply not equipped to spot and sort out
a governmental level of professional intelligence work.

55 A high level defector recently disclosed a forged letter-writing operation.
Fake letters allegedly from my relatives were to be sent to my attomey implying
that I was a zealot and would never settle with Scientology, thus my attomey
would be smart to quit the case.

56See the "Coercive Persuasion and Scientology" chapter for full details on
this and what other types of damage occur when you subject someone
unknowingly to a thought refonn program.
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assassinations as the middle eastem hashish assassins of the middle ages were in actual
assassinations. Scientology's actions are completely consistent and congruent with the spirit and
letter of their policies. In fact. their policy and world view DEMANDS such actions.

I
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MORE SCIENTOLOGY INTELLIGENCE OPERATIVE
TRAINING MATERIALS - t

The following operative training materials will demonstrate more of the machievalian depth of
detailed PROFESSIONAL sophistication. deception and cover of Scientology‘s intelligence
operations. Training programs and materials as are found in this appendix are not credibly
assigned to a small renegade group operating on its own initiative without the knowledge or direct
senior level control of Scientology. The signatures on these directives were the top executives in
Scientology.

Scientology and its representatives somehow believe that simply because they tell us they have
changed, we will now believe that an intelligence agency, because it has changed its name from the
Guardians office to the Office of Special Affairs (OSA). has now become a church. Somehow
Scientology thinks we are all going to ignore the 40-year history of facts which demonstrate that:

l.) All Scientology actions are directed by Scientology secret or public policy.
2.) All Scientology policy of importance comes only from the very top of the organization.
3.)-Scientology is a robotic organization that only and always follows its own secret or public

policies

4.). There are no renegade actions in Scientology. Hubbard developed the Guardians office.
developed its policy, trained its top people (Mary Sue Hubbard his wife) and had them report
directly to him on a daily basis in disguised ways.

5. ) The Guardians office and the Watchdog Committee created the OSA to support a cosmetic
cover story about change and cleaning house. The OSA continues with the same old actions. uses
the same old secret policy developed by Hubbard (maybe now scrambled and security protected in
their new computer system), and uses many of the satne Guardians office staff. (i.e., Heber Jentchz
the new president of the reformed “church," and KendrickMoxon head of their in-house legal
firm). The top levels were personally trained by Hubbard (Misgauge. Starkey and the old
Watchdog Committee). The only thing that's different is that they are reporting to Misgauge and
Starkey not Hubbard.

The big lie that Scientology hopes someone will believe, is that all its past outrageous activities
were done by a tiny group of unsophisticated, disconnected, low level renegades who are now gone.
Saying that all the individuals who were involved in the criminal activities are gone is another big
lie. Even most of those who were publicly disavowed are secretly still involved.

If someone who has studied this infonnation and has the misfortune to be on Scientologys R
enemy list believes that last statement, then I imagine that person also believes in mother goose.
Scientology hasn't changed because Scientology’s nature and policy hasn‘t changed. And. the way
you know for certain Scientology's nature and policy hasn't changed is because Scientology's
actions haven't changed.
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~ How can you change the "fruit" unless you change the "root." Until Scientology publicly
disavows Hubbard. the actual "root" source of the insane secret "church" policies, Scientology
can't even begin to change its nature. It will just become moresecretive. Until it publicly disavows
Hubbard's sociopathic policies it will blindly keep following them because that's what Scientology
policy says to do, for example. the "Keeping Scientology Working" policy.

Scientology changing its real nature because it tells you it has done so, reminds me of the story
of the Scorpion and the frog. A scorpion wanted to cross a river so it went up to the frog and said.
" Take me across the river on your back." But the frog said. "No way, you will sting me to death
and I'll die. The Scorpion replied, "I wouldn't do that then I would drown and die too." The frog
thought about this but still didn't believe the scorpion.

After much reluctance and continual convincing by the scorpion that he had changed and
wouldn't sting him. the frog finally consented to cany the scorpion across the river on its back.
Half way across the river the scorpion the scorpion stung the frog. As the frog began sinking and
dying he said. Why did you sting me after you promised you had changed and wouldn't? Now
were both going to die." And the scorpion replied, "I couldn't help myself. It's my nature."

(If you would like to read more detailed intelligence training procedures. continue on through
the next section. If you have seen enough, go directly to the conclusion and news articles.)

About the following additional materials

1

In these materials a covert agent such as Dardano. who was mentioned earlier, is officially
known in Scientology parlance as an F.S.M. To classify as an F.S.M., a Scientologist is first
required to meet certain security precautions. Some of these requirements include: "complete
family background checks, have no traceable addresses. limited and secure friends. a secret place
to live, keep no Scientology materials in their home", etc.

To ensure this security, the Guardian's Office often uses elaborate security checks utilizing a
Hubbard device known as an E-meter (a crude lie detector). Once an F.S.M. is security cleared he
then attends courses and seminars. usually at the National Headquarters in California. for the
instruction necessary to run the criminal operations engaged in by the Guardian's Office. One such
course is entitled "Confidential Intelligence Course". That one course "outline" is 20 pages in
length and describes in subject fomi the various elements necessary to conduct criminal operations.

The last page of the Confidential Intelligence Course is an example of one Scientology agent
completing courses in criminal operations. Some of these subjects include "B rainwashing",
Espionage. Counter-espionage, Spying, Terror Stalks, the War, Codes and Coding, Combat
Infonnation Center Series (C.I.C.), Counter Insurgency Campaigns, The Spy and His Masters,
Building a Cover, Covert Operations I & ll, Security and Theft, Art of War. Enemy Names, etc.

This particular course, which contains more than 400 subjects including those mendoned above,
plus teaching agents to lie. i.e.. TR-L or Training Routine to Lie; effective use of extortion. forgery
and blackmail; kidnapping and altering appearances. The seized FBI documents reveal that I
Scientology primarily emphasized programs and operations to commit burglaries and larcenies
with specialization in covert infiltration courses such as "The Strike", a document instructing
F.S.M.'s in "12 steps" on how to break in and steal the "target objective".
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A still more detailed study on the "tools. of the trade" necessary to break in, are taught in a
course entitled "Walk lns". "Walk Ins" provides instnrction on use of burglar tools and what to
look for and look out for. After the burglary, the course "Security" describes "how not to leave
evidence behind". Subjects covered in this course are fingerprints. untraceable phones, light
pattems left behind in Xerox machines. saliva analysis and what to do if you get caught. It
describes examples of agents whose covers were "blown." Once instruction for burglaries and
larcenies was completed. F.S.M.'s then reviewed "Guardians' Orders." Guardians‘ Orders were
normally ordered by Mary Sue Hubbard. L. Ron I-Iubbard's wife and second in command. Orders.
usually many on a daily basis for years. instructed the Guardian's Office to deploy its agents world
wide for "attacks" against "targets" (critics or potential critics).

The success of these F.S.M. attacks is evident in a series of documents known as "Compliance
Reports" and "Bonuses" given by Hubbard and the Guardian's Office to agents running a Ia‘
successful campaign. A Compliance Report is a report from an agent in the field reporting back to
the local Church Guardian, who then reports to National Headquarters. From the national level a
summary report would be sent "uplines" from the National Headquarters to L. Ron Hubbard and
Mary Sue Hubbard. now Misgavage and Starkey.

I

The following is just a small sample of the training of these operatives.
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A [EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

I SECRET

25 March 1977

All concerned S
-BI staff (Board of Investigation)

All Sees (Secretaries)
DGI US OFFICE (Deputy Guardian International)

Via: DDGI US

RE: RED BOX

Dear All,

This is to introduce into BI US the complete red box
system. Most of you have heard of this earlier — I will now
explain it in detail.

First of all, all data that is red box data, has to be
pulled from your areas. The complete definition of Red Box
material is attached.

Secondly, you must ensure that none of your juniors (for
those of you who have them) have red box data in their
areas.

All the red box material from your areas must be centrally
located, together and in a moveable container (ideally a
briefcase), locked, and marked.

when this is done in each area, we will divide up the
amounts and deputize persons in the area to be responsible
for its removal from the premises in the case of a raid.
This procedure will be drilled. This procedure will stay in
at the new location. .

‘Please have all this data sorted and located in proper
container by Monday night March 28. I will then divide up
removal duties, and we will drill it Tuesday night just
before the all hands.

Love,

Judy
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

F RED BOX DATA INFORMATION sassr
l. What is Red Box data?

'(a)Proof that a Scientologist is involved in criminal
activities.

(b)Anything illegal that implicates MSH, LRH.
(c)Large amounts of non FOI docs.
(d)Operations against any government group or persons.
(e)All operations that contain illegal activities.
(f)Evidence of incriminating activities.

Names and details of confidential financial accounts._4
U

2. Where is Red Box data kept‘?

(a)Out of date material or finished cycles that can bee
p shredded should be.

(b)Large amounts of red box data that is not needed for day
to day function but cannot be destroyed is located with all our
NON POI docs — and can be called for via CIC.

} (c)Small amounts of data that must be kept on hand due to
security and frequent use - is to be kept in a briefcase locked

i up - and is to be marked. (In BI office area.)

I 3. How is Red Box data, kept on BI premises, cared for?

t (a)This data will be picked up and carried out of the
building by ‘owner‘ immediately upon notification of a raid,
search warrant etc.

(b)Persons carrying this data (as few as possible) will leave
the premises and only return when they have called in and
received an "all clear".

(Details of who goes where with what data will be
P sorted out later — and drilled.)

I
i

e
P
F
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DG l US

8 July 1976

cc: Sec Off

.cc: DDGUS
DGUS

GENERAL CATEGORIES OF DATA NEEDING CODING FOR BI

1. Incriminating, undercover activities and the like. This
breaks down into the following areas.

a. Violations of our status as a tax exempt, non profit
org.
1. Evidence of the C o
2. Evidence of the C o

f S lobbying.
f S engaging in political

activities — proposing legislation, supporting
candidates.

3. Evidence of legal o r control ties to the B6 groups.
Such as a program to get various B6 groups to
propose a bill.

b. Subversive activities.
While we do not carry
would therefore be no
ensure that we do not
makes it look like we
below.

c. BI confidential projec
(a) Disinfo covert Ops

d. Money deals that might
(a) Large transfer of
(b) Missions burying o

on any of these activities, there
evidence of such — we should
word particles in a way that
do. This also falls under #4

ts and actions.
etc.
provoke government tax offices.

funds out of the country
r hiding income, setting up _

false accounts, using Msn funds to finance a profit
making loan company owned by the mission holder,
ECG.

(c) Basically anything that is in violation Of our
exempt status as non profit org.

(d) Other confidential financial deals as fall into
this category of provoking interest in our finances.

2. Some traffic on BI flubs.
/O a. Strategy for handlings
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b. Apparency of violation to the above points. t

3. Things that we do not want connected to LRH or MSH. This we
handle by coding their names.

4. words or actions that tend to dispute the fact that the C of
S's motives are humanitarian: i.e., harass, eradicate,

' attack, destroy, annihilate, cave in, entrapment, stir up
the opposition.

a. Most of the instances that would be described this way
can also be reworded and not cause any question re our

r motives. In other cases, say a specific target ...
5. Actions of confidential corporate tax bodies, tax strategy,

some BI money CSWS, and occasionally names of accounts. ‘

6. Admission to unpunished crimes and/or incriminating data.
This would mostly come on personnel lines. CSWs etc.

7. CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, etc. TYPE TITLES AS HEADINGS
' ON PARTICLES.

. For this there is an established code:
CONFIDENTIAL = FORMAL
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL = VERY FORMAL

| VERY HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL = INFORMAL
SECRET = FIRST CLASS

‘ ~ TOP SECRET = TOP CLASS
RESTRICTED = LIMITED

I The reason for this is to label a particle as Secret
and send it through the mail lines will attract the

I attention of any Customs inspectors.
8. Another way we catch the eye of Customs is by capitalizing

the names of intelligence type groups such as CIA, IP, SECRET
SERVICE and names of Government agencies.
The handling on this is to avoid using the names at the top
of the page or in headings, or in paragraph headings. And,

I typing them in small letters, ip, cia, secret service.

written on the Original but only one copy is sent - to the
i 9. When a coded dispatch is sent between orgs all cc's are to be

I original. He then decodes the particle and sends cc's to all
terminals named on the particle, the same day.

} 10.Things that we do not want connected to the C of S: Secret
PR and BI front groups.

, ]_]__1'5-nxtbjng gixras agtnai §H]'denr"'e Qf 5"" ‘Q4:-ing in Tlfigal

I
QQn+vmI Q? any B6 tygo gvqqgc -

T3352 --:

a) E9@14§d S;hQ1§=+4g5
_ -3-

I
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

GUARDIAN ORDER 4  
GO 2034
D05/AG5 17 September
I976
DGIs/AGIs
BrII Dirs BI
SEC OFF

THE CORRECT USE OF CODES

To ensure that coding is done correctly, with the correct
subjects coded and overcoding avoided, the following steps are
laid down:

Codes are used for the following general headings:
l. Incriminating, Undercover or disinformation, covert

operations and the like. Incriminating activities would include
things like lobbying where this is inhibited in non profit
corporations, also money deals that might provoke government tax
offices.

I 2. Things that we want unknown as connected to‘ the C of S:
secret PR and BI front groups.

3. Legal, PR and BI traffic on BI flubs. _
4. Things that we want unknown LRH or MSH connected to - this

I is handled by coding their names.
5. Words Or actions that would tend to dispute the fact that

| r* the C of S's motives are humanitarian: i.e., harass, eradicate,
attack, destroy, annihilate, cave in, third party, spreading

I rumors, entrapment, trap or entrap, stir up the opposition.
6. Actions of confidential corporate tax bodies, tax

y strategy, some BI money CSW's, and occasionally the names of
accounts.

7. Anything that gives specific and actual evidence that
scientology is in legal control of B6 type groups. These are
groups that are separate legal entities to the C Of S.

8. Admission to Unpunished crimes and/or incriminating data.
This would mostly come on personnel lines.

| In addition to the above there are certain things that get
government Customs upset and more curious about what is in the

. mail pack. These are such things as "CONFIDENTIAL" "SECRET"
"HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL" "TOP SECRET" HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL"

I "RESTRICTED", etc. written across the top of the particle. ~
To handle the use of confidential, secret, etc., type titles,

’ the following will be substituted:
CONFIDENTIAL FORMAL

| HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL VERY FORMAL
VERY HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL - INFORMAL

’ SECRET FIRST CLASS
TOP SECRET - TOP CI_,AS$

’ RESTRICTED LIMITED
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCI-1.]
' GUARDIAN ORDER

GQ 1150 7 May 1974
DGs/AGs
DG Infos &
DAG Infos

CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION BUREAU STATISTICS

As the above has been the subject of much misinterpretation and
misunderstanding the following is issued to clarify the
definitions of Connection and Incident.

CONNECTION
A Connection is:
A.

B.

Any person or group in close connection to a subject under
investigation relevant to the subject's environment in P.T. or at
any point in the past (see below),
and
Any link, familial, social, economic or professional found between
a person of interest to Intelligence or under investigation and
any established enemies, potential enemies, the seven areas or key
members of the seven areas. A
The seven areas being:
1. Press and Media

O”\U\»bbJl\J

Intelligence
Psychiatric and Mental Health Groups
Professional Medical Associations
Financiers, Banking
Public Relations Groups

7. Drug Firms and Associations.
Given that Mr. X is under investigation in category A, connections

l

U1~bUJI\)

6.
7

include:
X's immediate family - mother, father, brothers and sisters,
children, spouse(s).
X's immediate juniors and seniors at work.
X's fellow Directors or partners if in a company or business.
Any group, society, business, that X is involved in.
Fellow members of X in any committees or small formal or informal
groups not exceeding 20 in membership (but not all the other
members of a large group).
Fellow officers of any group X is an officer of.
Anyone that X or another describes verbally or in writing as a
friend, associate or colleague of X.
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I GUARDIAN ORDER
GO 907 22 August 73
Those Concemed

 ND;&
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when an agent or operative turns in summaries or documents,
those are poured into the main Intelligence Files and any
"special tank" that is of current interest.

These main files or "special banks" can be made to operate
| like computers without the bother of electronic liabilities.

, Modified only by errors of concentrated attention where none
should be going or omissions of areas that should be under
collection, these files or "special banks" will divulge new
data.

) Here is where we leave the subject of Intelligence Reports
(Use HCO PL 25 April 1968, Intelligence Actions) and enter the
field of ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION. (See GO 784 Intelligence,
Its Role 8 June 1973).

A main file is where everything is filed. A "special bank" is
a separate file where data is ADDITIONALLY AND ALSO filed

I relating to an exact subject.
When filing and cross-indexing is kept up to date (and it

always must be) it is now possible to begin the work of
ESTIMATION. '

This is done by examining the main files and locating the
fattest folders related to any one group of subject. Let us say

I one is just now interested in dog catchers. The cross file
index, if properly prepared, will show that several dog catchers
are in the main files. One simply pulls their files from the

‘ main file, leaving a dummy to catch new filings and to show
where the main file is, and makes a "special bank". This is now
the Dog Catcher Special Bank.

} .
Now if you look at the above paragraph again you will see that

’ SOMEONE had to say that "we are now interested in dog catchers".
This in essence is an ESTIMATION in a crude form. One noticed

I by general observation that there simply seemed to be a lot
about dog catchers lately getting into the main file. So the

i head of the section being alert decides that there might be
something growling in that area. So he rapidly makes up a
"Special Bank" of all files that seem to be concerned to some
degree with dog catching.

Noticing that we should be looking at these dog catchers is
what could be called "flair". It's a "Hey, looking this over we
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seem to have a lot of dog catchers lately, so I better get some
data on them and make an estimation." '

No file or computer can actually THINK. It can however be so
arranged that QUANTITY begins to show up around certain names
and that a casual examination of those names shows they seem to
have dog catching in common.

So an Estimator, working the files routinely, having noticed
this, would make a "special bank".

1

The "special bank" is not very elaborate. It can be as crude
as simply spreading out the folders on a desk and looking them
over FOR THINGS THEY HAVE IN COMMON OR NAMES IN COMMON TO THEM.

It can be as elaborate as making a new card index for every
name in those files and what file they came out of: then filing
these cards in alphabetical order. As one has taken EVERY name
out of each file in turn and put each on a separate card, it is
obvious that when one then puts them in alphabetical order, the
names in common to two or more files will occur as two or more
cards.

I‘

If agents are trained to collect all names and connections of
names on every investigation and if these names are supplemented
by adding in directories, and if filing has been kept up so that
a file exists for every name, when you choose files for a
special bank they will be the fattest on that subject. And when
you work the special bank over again, you will get the precise
common denominators of people that run through several files.

You can now say, "Get me more data on Mr. Plow, Mr. Row, Mr.
Bow and Mrs. Snap" and when that data comes in (and is added to
main files but especially to this "special bank") you will
suddenly find yourself expanding ABOVE the level that your
special bank was at before. In other words, you have found new
horizons.

You will ind if you do this that Mr. Plow and Mr. Row are
just goofba or dogmeat sellers, that Mr. Bow died last year
and that Mrs. Snap is all you have left.

P”rh ‘_..! U)

So we look up Mrs. Snap even further, "Hey, go look over Mrs.
Snap again" and we suddenly find she was receiving money for a
fund called "Kennel Support" but was actually the head of a dog
catcher ring. _

we can now PREDICT.

I-1 l“h we are out to handle the dog catchers we will have to work
on Mrs. Snap to get her to reform.

We can write up a pgm like this:

PREDICTION: DOGS WILL CONTINUE TO DISAPPEAR.
"The situation is that dogs are getting caught."
"The WHO is Mrs. Snap."
"The following programme based on best advices should be

' p.104
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carried out:

"l. Confront Mrs. Snap and get her '
attitude . . . . . . . . ..etc".

I One needn't elaborate for it is obvious that many ways exist
to legally and ethically persuade Mrs. Snap to give up her
career of crime.

The tools one is using consist of looking for people or groups
‘that are themselves outpoints. This is about all the
relationship this has to the Data Series.

I

I

I

B L

I

F .

I
I
I
I
I

I
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

\NALKJNS .

’ A walk-in cycle goes generally as follows:

_ 1) You must have a means of access to the building you are
interested in. In a government building this almost
always means either a government ID (or going in with
someone that has a government ID), or an excellent
suitable guise. A private building may be as simple as
signing in.
When signing in to either a government or private
building, the signature should be scrawled and the
destination should not be your actual destination.
Except in rare cases it is usually sufficient to say you

’ are going to the library or some such place.
You should have a story already made up that will be

I ‘plausible should you be asked what you are doing. This
story also has to be very flexible or else you have to
have different stories for different stages of the walk-
in. A story that you would tell a guard on your way into

| the building may be entirely inappropriate if you're
caught with your hand in the file cabinet. And it will

cleaner, guard, employee, and where you are, what you're
’ .i make a difference if the person questioning you is a

doing, etc. So think it out well before you go in.
2) Locate a safe space in the building where you can sit down

I and relax and talk without feeling paranoid.
This can be a library table, an empty office - whatever
looks good to you, and that you would feel comfortable
with. Lots of times in a walk—in you'll have to sit around
and wait a couple of hours for your target area to clear
out. If you're not comfortable in the area you're
waiting in, the rest of the cycle can go pretty rough.
While you're looking for this space you also have to

alleging to be. For instance, if your story is that you
' really assume the beingness of the type of person you're

are an employee of the organization you are in, you have.
to feel that you are an employee. If a cleaner walks in

D on you or a guard asks you a question you have to approach
your response and manner of response from the viewpoint Of

, your beingness. If a cleaner walked in on you in your
office at the org you'd probably say "Hi" and go about

l your business. You wouldn't get startled or upset or
make some dumb excuse and run out of the room.
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3) After you've located a safe space and are relaxed in it
you should go out and get familiar with the building.

The first thing you have to locate is a Xerox machine
because if you can't copy the documents there's not much
sense in being there. Also, you don't want to have
already obtained the file and then have to waste time in
finding someplace to copy it.
(Note: There is always the alternat
file out of the building to copy. I
unless I have to. I much prefer to

ive of taking the
very seldom do this

copy it in the
building because you add too much time to the cycle by
traveling to another building. You also have to sign in
and out again with the guard, which l
an observant guard.)

ooks somewhat odd to

Most government buildings have an excess of Xerox
machines. They are usually easy to find. Even most
private buildings have a Xerox machine in any large
office.

' You want to choose a machine that is located away from the
area that you will be obtaining material from.
In a large government building you simply go to a
different divisional area from the target area and find a
Xerox machine.
If you're in a private building, chances are there are
many different organizations in the building. Go to
another organization or suite of offices and locate a
Xerox machine there.
Often times you will find the Xerox machine locked. If
you are familiar with Xerox machines you'll know where the
"Main On" button is.
(Note: It's a very good idea to be
with all manner of Xerox, SCM, etc.,

thoroughly familiar
copiers so that you

can easily change paper and toner, clear jams, etc )
It will be protected by a locked cover but should be
accessible by lifting up or pulling out a corner of the
cover. For instance, on the Xerox 700 0 you simply lift up
the corner of the cover nearest you as high as you can
without binding the cover, and stick
instrument like a letter opener) in
"Main On" button which is located to
few inches in front of the middle of
all copiers are accessible with some
it just takes looking and experience.

a finger (or a long
and push down the
the front, just a
the machine. Nearly
variation of this,

Ensure that you can turn on the machine, it works, and
that you have sufficient paper. Then leave the machine on
and leave the room.

4) Locate the target area. You should already know the room
number before going in. Walk past the room, observing
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all rooms in the area for any lights or other indications
that they are occupied.

If it is apparent that the room, or rooms close to it are
occupied, then go back and wait and check again in 30-45
minutes. But don't get into making a lot of trips past
the area.

5) When the area is clear then go to the room door and try it
to see if it is unlocked.
(Note: It isn't unusual for room lights to be left on
and the doors closed with no one in the room. If you
have any feeling that someone might still be in a room
then go up and knock. If someone answers, open the door
and ask them for a match or to use their phone, or some
such. Also, use the opportunity to look at the door
latch so that you know its configuration.
If the door is unlocked, just Open it and go in.
If it is locked then you have to figure out a way in.
The most successful ways of opening a locked door have
been variations on the credit card.

This can be used if the latch is slanted or curved going
into the door jamb:
[hand—drawn sketch of'types of curved latches]

If the latch is straight then the lock will have to be
picked.
[hand-drawn sketch of the type of latch that will have to
be picked]
If you have a curved or slanted latch (this is the most
common type of door latch) and there is no door stop (that

[hand-drawn sketch of door, showing jamb and stop]

strip of wood that the door closes against) then it is a
straight in shot with a credit card type tool (a piece of
straight sheet metal is best). You just slide the tool
in between the closed door and the jamb and slide it up
under the latch — the door should open. In doing this it
is usually best to pull the door towards you as it
relieves pressure On the latch and makes the card easier
to slide up. (See page 3a) [?]

If there is a door stop (as happens most frequently) then
you can't dust stick a credit card straight In - it has to
bend around the corners:

[sketch of door frame showing door, jamb, stop, and where
credit card would go]
The best thing is to manufacture a permanent tool rather
than trying to bend up cards. You should obtain a thin
sheet of metal and cut it out in the following shape:
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[Sketch showing shape and dimensions of tool described in
text. Shows sections A, B, and C referred to in text
below.]

»

The curved shape assists in raising the latch better than
a straight—edge would do. The "b" section should be
about as long as the average door stop (about 3/4", but
measure it for yourself). The ‘"c" section should be as
long as will comfortably fit into your hand. The "a"
section should be about 2-2 I/2" long, but only a portion
of it will actually be working on the latch. Note that
the slope of the "a" section drops off sharply at the
beginning.
This tool is then inserted at the bottom of the doorway,
slid up the doorway between the jamb and the door — thus
opening the latch. If you have trouble inserting the
tool, use your foot and push in the lower corner of the
door as far as it will go. This should give you
sufficient room to insert the tool. (See pages 4a & 4b).
It should be noted that you will need two tools - one for
right hand doors and one for left hand doors.
As with the straight in shot it is usually best to pull
the door towards you to relieve some of the pressure on
the latch.
Often you will have to move the tool back and forth
several times (or more correctly - up and down) to catch
the latch correctly, while moving the door back and forth.
Its a "feel" thing that you need experience on.
Now very occasionally you find a latch that slants back
into the room rather than out - that if you could look
down on the latch from the corridor you would see

[sketch of what you would see]

rather than the normal [sketch of a normal latch].

I have only found that this occurs on doors without stops.
In this case, the tool, or credit card, won't work
because the slant of the tool or the credit card is going
in the wrong direction. You have to get something behind
the latch to pull towards you.
Therefore, you should also carry about a 5 inch strand of
flexible wire. The wire should be woven strands rather
than one thick strand. The best I've found is the type
of wire used to hang pictures that you can pick up at most
hardware or drug stores.
Take this strand of wire (assuming there is no stop on the
door jamb) and bend it in a semi-circle. Slip the wire
under the latch and maneuver the top of the wire out above
the latch. Grasp both ends of the wire firmly and work it
back and forth, pulling both ends towards you — and
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thereby working the latch out of the door jamb:

[sketch showing door, latch, wire, and door jamb]
You have to be careful not to go too fast on this or
you'll slip the latch out of the door jamb and have it
slip right back in after the wire clears it.
These methods of opening locked doors have worked about
75% of the time. There are occasions where they won't
work due to doors too tight, un-oiled latches, etc.
There are also many odd configurations of latches and it
helps to know exactly what the latch looks like. You can
often find an unlocked door in the area, examine it (the
latch), and try your tool out first on that door to get
the feel for slipping that particular type of latch. ‘

You'll also very occasionally run into doors with two
locks on it which can be slipped. In this case you need
two tools. Insert one of the tools from the top of the
door, slip the latch and hold [it in place?]. Then
insert the second tool from the bottom of the door, slip
the second latch and the door should open.
If a door won't open at all with this method, there is a
very good chance (especially in government buildings) that
there is a suite of interconnecting rooms adjacent to the
room you are interested in. In this case, just try an
adjacent door and go through the same routine again. If
you have a number of different doors that could lead you
to the same room, check the amount of "play" or looseness
in each door and try the one that is loosest first.
Also, an old successful action if you know you are dealing
with a suite of rooms, is to go into the rooms during the
day and unlock one of the locked doors. It is likely
that a door found locked during the day remains locked all
the time and that other doors in the suite are used as the
entrances/exits. The 'locked" door is likely to not be
checked each day on the assumption that it will stay
locked. The best doors to choose for this are ones that
tables, chairs, etc., have been pushed up against, as
these doors are obviously not used as entrances/exits.

L‘Oi course, when you go into the suite of rooms during the
day you should have a well worked out suitable guise that
will logically explain your being there, Or you won't get
close enough to the door to unlock it unobtrusively.

One such suitable guise that was used involved going into
the offices during the day with a clipboard and informing
the secretaries that "Facilities Management" needed to
check the locks on all doors. He had one door stay
ljnlgflknd FQ1- 1'-In?-an mgni-"r'~q wjejng -l-‘ml -1:: "r':>r-'nr~-lgwm

By this time you should be in the office. If you're not,
you either need more practice or you'll have to pick the
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The advantage, by the way,- of slipping a latch as opposed
to picking a lock is

a) to slip a latch takes 2-10 seconds compared with at
least several minutes to pick it (unless you're very
good), and A
bl you don't need as much training and experience.
Once inside the office you have to locate the file you are
interested in.
Most often the file will be located in a file cabinet and
probably 50% of the time the cabinet will be locked.
As soon as you run into a locked file cabinet,
immediately check the top middle drawer of every desk in
the area of the cabinet and you'll almost surely find the
key. If you can't find the key there, you'll have to
search more thoroughly in different desk drawers. These
keys have also shown up in file card boxes, taped to the
cabinet, and locked in safes. But, I have never found a
locked file cabinet and not been able to find the key in
the room.
Combination safes occur infrequently. Like file
cabinets, the combination is almost always laying around
somewhere in the room. Again, check the top middle desk
drawers of any desks in the vicinity of the safe, looking
mainly for an index card sized piece of paper with the
combination listed under "safe", "file", and "lock" , but
oddly, never under "combination". If you don't find it
there you'll have to do a thorough search of other drawers
and desk areas. There has been only one occasion where
we weren't able to locate a safe combination - they are
pretty easy to find.
Also, make sure that you know how to dial a safe
combination. The most normal are 4 turns left (this is
actually three times past the number and the 4th turn
stops at the number), 3 turns right, 2 turns left, and one
turn right to zero. You then turn the inside knob of the
dial all the way to the right while holding the dial at
zero:

[sketch of combination lock dial and inside knob]
When this is done then turn the dial as far right as it
will go and the safe will open. On safes with no inside
dial, just don't stop at zero. Go all the way to the
right on the last turn and the safe will open.
When you're finished with the safe make sure to set the
dial back where it was before you opened it.
By going through the file cabinets, safes, desk drawers
and desk tops you should now locate the file you are
looking for.
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One point to keep in mind while searching for the file is
to keep the area (and the file when you find it) fr€e
of fingerprints. Optimumly you should wear gloves. If
this is not possible and you have to touch something, do
so with the sides of your fingers or make sure that you
smudge the prints. Prints can be easily smudged by giving
your fingers a half turn as you withdraw them from the
surface.
When you locate the file(s) put them in your briefcase.
On your way out of the room, if the door was locked when
you went in, make sure that the door is now unlocked as
you'll want to get quickly back in when you return.
There are normally buttons on the latch plate of the door
that push in and out:

[sketch of latch with buttons to lock and unlock the door]
Push in whichever button is out and check the outside
doorknob to be sure it is unlocked, and then leave,

, closing the door behind you.
One other point when going into the room - often you will
be working at night and you'll need a source of light.
It is inadvisable to turn on lights unless you are
thoroughly familiar with the area. You have no way of
knowing who can see them especially if the office has an
outside window. Instead, you should carry some type of
small penlight flashlight. The batteries in these
usually wear out after 30 minutes or so, so make sure you
have sufficient batteries with you.
Return to the Xerox room you originally picked out (or,
if absolutely necessary, go to an outside Xerox machine}.
It is best, if possible, to lock yourself into the Xerox
room so that no one can easily walk in on you
unexpectedly.

One person should Xerox while the other person puts the
material back in the file, therefore, start Xeroxing
from the last sheet in the file folder.

You have to keep the files and papers clean of prints,
so, if at all possible, wear gloves. If this can't be
done then make sure you handle all pages with the sides of
your fingers and your palms. This is easy to do after
you get used to it.
Usually there is a title written or typed on the file
folder. This should be Xeroxed also so that you can keep
the files separated.
If this is an "active" area - i.e. there is some type of
current case going on and new material will be added to
the file, it is wise to put a small pencil mark
(inconspicuously) on the latest page in the file that you
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copy so you'll know where to start next time. Also, if
there are a large number of separate files, you should
mark them also inconspicuously so that you will know they
have been done should you or someone else have to come
back again.
Although I have never found it a problem, yOu Should know
that there is an internal counter in virtually all copying
machines that will record the number of copies you make.
Also, once I ran across an agency which issued counting
device to their employees as an economy measure to cut
down on the use of the Xerox machine. These devices are
rectangular in shape - metal cases about 4"x2"x3/4" — that
have a counting mechanism showing through the front
"window" of the case. Without having one of these devices
you can't operate the Xerox machine. To operate the
machine you place one of these devices into a rectangular
hole on the control panel of the machine and when so
placed, the machine will operate (after it is turned on,
of course).
If you run across this situation you'll have to search the
deck tops and drawers in the vicinity of the machine to
find one of these devices. This should be done before
you search for the file(s).
When you finish Xeroxing make sure there are no copies of
yours or of theirs in the machine, and turn it off.

(Remaining lines illegible)
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PLAN FOR DISGUISE

To create the image of an aging guy wanting to look hip as a
means of regaining his youth a bit.
Mock—up would be as follows:
l. A somewhat mod wardrobe, bright colors, open necks,

necklace, rings on fingers, cigarette holder, tan.
2. His head will be shaved and then NAIR‘d to create "bays"

and the impression that he is partly balding. This would
involve shaving and plucking to create bays and then using
Nair on bald area and using a sun lamp.

3. The contacts would be rechecked with the doctor who gave
them out to see if they can be worn more often and for
longer periods - debug. If not different frames would be
gotten for his glasses.

4. His tooth would be capped.
5.'He would lose some weight (or gain it) as he wished.

Preferably lose some weight.
6. His eyebrows would be lightened and plucked. His hair

done a light blonde, side burns grown a different length.
7.Earth shoes would be gotten to change the posture.
These are the contemplated changes for Jeff.
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["WALK—IN" DRAWINGS PAGES]

[next page is a fullipage drawing, showing wall and door,
with the following instructions]

Push here with a foot to get extra room to insert tool.

Once the tool is in position then slide it up the side of
the door/door jamb to the latch.

Use this extra space to maneuver the tool between the
door, the stop and the door jamb.

[Next Page]

[fullepage drawing, view from above of door, latch, door
' jamb, and credit card, showing where to insert the credit

card] i

The credit card is simply inserted in the space between
the door and the door jamb and used to slide the latch out
of the door jamb, working on the slanted part of the
latch.

[Next Page —— handwritten "Page 4b")

[full page drawing, showing detail of how to use homemade
tool to force door latch]

Front and top view of how the slanted tool works on the
latch. As the tool is moved upwards, it forces the latch
out of the door jamb.
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l. Minimum requirement —— 1 weekly column of about 500-600
words typed double space (format attached) delivered personally
on Monday afternoons to managing editor. Plus visiting with
Managing editor and keeping in comm with him.

2. with this in it is easy to have paper send in forms to get
DC Police Dept Pass.

3. You can then visit the State Dept. correspondent's
association and for 10 dollars join.

4. You can then put in for a state dept. ID which will give
access to state dept. building 24 hours a day and will serve as
a government ID giving access to many other buildings —-
including Treasury Dept.

[several lines are blacked out]
6.1 You can put in for congressional gallery passes but do not

under any circumstances put in for White House Press credential
as this will put you under scrutiny of Secret Service and into
their computer files.

6. Press ID is strengthened by articles published. Typical
sequence, do interview for data, assess where person at, white

~ article which furthers what they would want to see furthered,
get printed in paper, clip out two copies, paste them on paper
with masthead of paper and deliver or send them to person
interviewed —- this will virtually assure future access as it
keeps exchange in.

7. Police press card good in many areas even in other cities.
Be sure you know address and telephone number and that
circulation of paper is 20,000 and that it is a community
newspaper and a weekly. It is well worth indicating that the
paper is not an underground paper as the name tends to imply
this and put people off.

8. One side use of ID is that you can do favors for people --
i.e. senate aide needs to check on something, having trouble
easy enough to get data and give it if it will strengthen comm
line, etc.

9. Press ID can also be used to get complementary tickets to
various events and entertainment, give free access to
conventions and annual meetings (ex HAMH convention, etc.)

10. Remember that ID a valuable resource not to squander or
unnecessarily put it at risk.
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S§1T'1"E»‘I‘<TE C,I'.T'Qt" T/C -

Suitable guise I/C is responsible for the supervision and
completion of suitable guise research assignments.

This includes government interviews, telephone survey's and
interviews and any activities which would go into building the
cover required.

Responsibility extends to the following areas:
1. Receive duplicate pgmn pjct and orders for suit guise

research.
2. Plan out how they will be carried out as rapidly

thoroughly as needed while maintaining security for both the
investigator and the Church. The church at all times, the
investigator at all times unless the situation is of sufficient
urgency as to demand the sacrifice of a previously developed
cover.

3. Assign personnel to carry out work or do it self if no
personnel available.

4. Recruit suitable guise ESM's.

5. Hat them.
6. Recruit staff for same and hat.
7. Plan out and keep in ongoing programs to build a variety

of useful suitable guise covers.
8. Be constantly alert to demands of security so that

security is maintained
9. Ensure that there is a compartmentalization of covers used

so that the blowing of a single cover will not jeopardize
suitable guise activities in your area.

l0.As a warning note if you do have to get involved in broad
(national) type cover activities make very sure that the
personnel on them have some sort of backup cover and that the
national type cover is used a supplement to activities and that
the personnel that work on it are kept apart from the others as
NATIONAL TYPE COVER OPERATIONS ARE HIGH RISK OF EXPOSURE DUE TO
THE NUMBERS OF TERMINALS INVOLVED AND THE AREAS THEY MUST COVER‘
AND THE BROAD DEMANDS TO WHICH THEY ARE OFTEN SUBJECTED.

ll.As a present ongoing program maintain the liaison with the
local paper and ensure that there is at least one staff member
equipped with good press ID. Work to maintain and improve that
staff members press cover with membership in Capital press club I

contacts with other papers, articles written and printed, weekly
column done, etc.

Another thing that excites government Customs is the names of
intelligence type things such as CIA, IP, Police, Secret Service
and names of government agencies within the country concerned.
This is best handled by avoiding the use Of such names at the
top, or in titles of dispatches or issues dealing with these, or

nu?
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in prominent places where the name stands out in the issue such
as paragraph headings. When naming such issues in the body of a
sensitive issue do not capitalize the issues of names as this
makes them less eye catching, i.e., cia, ip, police, secret
service.

When coded dispatches and reports are sent between Orgs all
cc's (carbon copies) are to be written on the dispatch, but only
one copy is sent and this is to the person being written to.
This person is then responsible for getting the dispatch
decoded, at the latest that same day, and distributing the
decoded version to all the persons named as cc's.

The Security Officer of Branch II Dir. is to ensure that all
GO (Guardian Office) staff are made familiar with the above
points and that coding is being done correctly and comm lines
are not being tied up with unnecessary coding.

The Security Officer or BrII Dir. is to sort out what actions
would fit in with categories one and seven. This is‘ to be
done in association with Legal. This Guardian Order is not to
be distributed to staff when making them familiar with what
Should and should not be coded.

Dick Story
Security Officer WW

k for Hermann Brendal
Int'l Dir Sec WW International)

for Mo Budlong
DGI WW

for Jane Kember
The Guardian WW

Glossary:
DG‘s/AG's = Deputy Guardian's /Assistant Guardian's
DGI'a = Deputy Guardian's Intelligence
SEC OFF == Security Officer

C of S = Church of Scientology
PR = promotion

F BI = Bureau Intelligence
LRH = L. Ron Hubbard
MSH = Mary Sue Hubbard
CSW's = completed staff works (reports written up)
GO = Guardian's Office
cc's = carbon copies

B6
IP

Br II Dirs BI =
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCI-I.]

INTELLIGENCE '

Intelligence is mostly the collection of data on people which
may add up to a summary of right or wrong actions on their part.

It is basically a listening and filing action. It is done all
the time about everything and everybody. Then one day some
random data make a summation that can be used. "It all adds
up." But if one never collected data, there would be nothing to
add up. Hence, intelligence consists of noting data about the
activities of people from all kinds of sources. Joe is now
working for the Daily Worker. The State Department won't grant
Pete a passport. Isabel left Texas owing money. It's all grist
to the mill of intelligence. Carefully remembered or filed and
cross—indexed, such data tells its own story some day. If we
had a folder for Joe, we'd scribble on a slip of paper, "Works
now (1959) for Daily Worker — a Communist paper". A few weeks
later, another scrap of paper is dropped in: "Taking B. Scn.
Course Feb. 59". A few months later: "Foe moved in to live
with Pete". We look up Pete. Obviously, Pete is a Commie as he
can't get a U.S. passport. September 1959 we learn that Joe is
asking for a job in the Senate Office. We promptly tell
Seattle, "Rat-poison. Forget Joe.

If we kept files like that we'd keep them like that. Some day
we may have to. Today we do it by memory. So we listen. We add
up associations of people with people. When a push against
Scientology starts somewhere, we go over the people involved and
weed them out. Push vanishes.

Using intelligence to tell our friends from our enemies and
acting fast is why we have stable organization now where he had
shambles before. It isn't better organization so much as more
peace bought by more alert intelligence. We know our enemies
before they hit. We keep them out of important positions. When
we accidentally put one into a key post and he starts to flub,
we shoot quick and get judicial afterwards. And we then add up
who his friends and associates were.

Intelligence alertness, even when we have no files, pays off
in peach, growth, and progress.

APA and OCA graphs tell their stories on people. Only the
ones whose graphs don't change under processing have been found
to be real menaces to Dianetics and Scientology. They have
overt acts and bad intentions against us the they can't talk to
the auditor about them, they feel. So they're hanged. Every
one of twenty known cases who were evidently paid money to smash
Dianetics or Scientology organizations, including Hart, Purcell,
and Van Vogt, had hung graphs. No change occurred in any of
these cases for five or more years of known activity, despite
all processing! So an unchanging profile over years of
processing almost adds up to "dangerous person - has bad
intentions toward Dianetics and Scientology.".
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Conversely, people who benefit from processing or auditors who
get consistently good results on preclears never get snarled up
enough to attack us. Therefore intelligence has its bright 4
side. By facts heard plus profiles seen, we know our friends.

Intelligence is therefore that activity which collects data
and keeps it adding up so that we know our foes from our friends
and so that we can act to separate out the sources of trouble in
any given situation. -

Organizations with bad consciences usually look on HCO
personnel as intelligence people. So HCO personnel might as
well realize it, too. One small HCO hat is intelligence - know
our friends and our enemies and what they are doing.

INVESTIGATION

When things go wrong and we don't know why already by
intelligence, we resort to investigation.

When we need somebody haunted we investigate.
Investigation is the careful discovery and sorting of facts.

Without good investigation we don't have justice, we have random
vengeance.

When we investigate we do so noisily always. And usually mere
investigation damps out the trouble even when we discover no
really pertinent facts. Remember that — by investigation alone
we can curb pushes and crush wildcat people and unethical
"Dianetics and Scientology" organizations. It's almost funny.
We sometimes learn nothing useful and yet because people heard
we were investigating their consciences sent them into headlong
flight or sudden collapse. There's power in the question alone!

Here is an example. There's bad morale in a central
organization. We don't know why. We try everything we can to
up units and ease difficulties and yet there's bad morale. So
we investigate noisily. Remember, intelligence we got with a
whisper. Investigation we do with a yell. Always. Modern copy
don't really know this. They investigate with whispers.
Doesn't pay. Why sneak up when pouncing is the only thing that
serves us? After all, if it hasn't been whispered to us already
and we have to investigate, why keep whispering?' '

In the low morale matter, we think over the most likely
suspects and summon them to see us. We ask them why they're
talking the way they are. What's wrong anyway? We call them in
one at a time. We use the E-meter. "What have you been doing
to us?" And you sort it out.

Investigation to us in Scientology is a fine art. It's like
auditing. If they won't take a meter test, you know they're
guilty. If they do, you can watch that needle dip a "Yes" every
time you're right even when the suspect won't say anything
verbally. You generally find that Joe is hoping to start a
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clinic in the town and thinks of the organization as a rival -
if the central organization got knocked out, this knucklehead
thinks, he'd be all set. So he's been discouraging staff and
starting rumors in the town.

Did you ever realize that any local viciousness against
Scientology organizations is started by somebody for a purpose?
Well, it is. Look at what we do. Look how dedicated staff is.
How hard they work. And yet somebody feels we're evil? No,
rumors aren't "natural". When you run them down you find a
Commie or a millionaire who wants us dead and his own clinic up
or a group member who is also a member of the R.C.

You don't rest when bad rumors are about. You investigate,
you run them down. You find amongst all our decent people some
low worm who has been promised high position and pay if we fail.
Don't discount this. In one instance $500,000 was paid in cash
to a man to wreck Dianetics. He almost made it. Wichita
Kansas, Spring 1952. (But by intelligence and investigation we
cost him his shirt and his spare vest as well.)

In cross questioning people, it is as valuable to know what
they've been told as what they've said. "What bad things have
you heard about the HASI?" and "What have you said?" are the
usual questions. When you get on a line of data follow it right
through.

Get the names. Write them down as you get them. Sort them
out with what you already know about them.
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[EVIDENCE FROM AUTHORIZED FBI SEARCH.]

} TO: All Bureau Four offices in the US

From: USGO Bureau Four

I5? "SQPBQP FTmE"

SOURCE FILE - definition — a practical, easy—to-use, record of
standard sources which produce standard information; and is set
up in the following manner: "This is a file similar to the card
directory in a library. Three 3 x 5 index cards should be made
out for each source of information and cards should be filed

. under three separate headings. 1) type of information
available; 2) name of organization or record: 3) name of
individual who can supply the information. If one organization
has available different types of information, there should be a
separate card filed for each type. It is a mistake to attempt
to rely on memory to keep track of many sources of information
and jottings on scraps of papers or notes in a pad or notebook
are seldom worthwhile." (quote from "Investigations HAT", by
D/G Info US)

Each Bureau Four office should have a Source File.
Following is a list of standard sources and types of

information which should be in each Bureau Eour's Source File.
Much of the following is based on experience in California, and
therefore you may find some variations in your area. However,
most of these items are in the realm of public information and
should be available in your area.

1. LAH_fifllIS: There are often several areas where these are
kept in government offices for different types of law
suits. The city and county often keep separate records
for their respective jurisdictions. You should find out
where all the different indexes are located for the
various types of law suits. Also many cities have federal
suit indexes. You should know where divorce cases and
civil actions are indexed, to name a few.
Often time an order will come down to check out the
general background of an individual. Law suits is an area
which should always be checked, so you must know where the
Indexes are kept for all the different types of law suits,
so you can check a person out for the past 20 years.

2. Afl2Q_LlCEN5E_RUNQQWN: This is a service whereby you give
the correct agency a license plate number and pay a
certain fee, and they will tell you who owns the car, who
finances the car, and vital statistics about the car. In
California this is done by the state department of motor

_ vehicles.

3. DEl1ERS_BECQBD: This is a service such as in #2, whereby
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you can gain information about a persons driving history,
such as tickets, restrictions on his license, etc. In
California it is done through the same agency as #2.

. MAEETAGE, BIRTH END DEATH CERTIFICATES: These are often
located in the same area, like the Dept. of Health, or
Bureau of Vital Statistics, etc.

. INQQREQBAIIQN PAPERS: All organizations, profit or
nonprofit, usually have to file their existence with the
state government. (often the Secretary of State) These
Incorporation papers are for public view and copies are
available for public purchase. The papers usually state
the purpose of the organization, its bylaws and lists the
officers or directors of the group.

. EBQ£EBI1_REQQRD5: These records usually list people who
have bought or sold property. By checking these indexes
you can find out if the subject has had property dealings
over the years. These are often kept in city or county
offices. Y

I cB5n11_cs3cxs= Often large city libraries, in their
business section, collect the Dunn & Bradstreet credit
checks on various businesses. Some Bureau Fours have
made their own contacts with commercial credit firms to
get credit reports on individuals and businesses. These
will often give valuable financial info on the subject.

. AUTQPSY QR §QBQNEE'S REPORT: Usually obtainable through
the county health dept. Gives detailed information on
dead people of interest.

. QRlMlNAL_REQQBQ5: These are often indexed by the persons
name as with law suits. The records are often separated
into the felony and misdemeanor classifications. You
should locate the indexes or any other method available
for checking a person's criminal record over a l0—20 year
period.

10-BHSINESS_LlQBNSB5_AND_EEBMII5: Many tYPe5 of jQb5 require
a person to file for a permit or trade license with the
city, or sometimes the county. Some jobs entering into
this category are: barbers, taxi drivers, bars, private
investigators, etc. just to name a very few. These are
often filed in the city tax and permit dept. You should
find out where these records are kept in your area and
make note of all the types of jobs which need to file for
permits. Thus if you are investigating a barber, you will
know that you can go down to this city dept. and get some
data on him.

' 1l.EEG1£IBA3_Q£_1QIEBS: As you know, citizens must register
in order to vote. These registration papers are public
record. Registration forms have changed over the years
but they will often tell you the person's social security
number, where he was born, how tall he is, his...
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l2.CIVIL SER!ICE_EMELQXEEfi: Your city and or county offices
will have what is similar to a business personnel office
where you can call to see if a person is in the employ of
the city or county, and what his post is.

' l3.CITY QIREQIQRY: This is a directory much like a telephone
book, and is commonly mistaken for one. However, the city
directory is put out by the city itself, not by the phone
company. The city directory often will list a persons job
next to his name, like: "Jones, Bill Pres. of Hog
Manufacturers Inc." Also many city directories will have
a reverse directory whereby you can get the name of a
person and the phone number when you only know the
address. City directories can almost always be found in
the local city library. Many large cities no longer
produce city directories, like New York.

14;REEER5E_DlBECIQRI: Many companies produce reverse
directories such as thus described in #13. The most well
known company which does this is Polk Bros. These are

i usually in libraries and are different from the city
directory.

l5.BANRRQRIQX_RARERfi: These and their indexes tell you if a
person has filed bankruptcy. They are often filed in
federal offices or the federal courthouse in your area.

16.£lRE_ARD_ARSQR_RERQRIS: These are standard report forms
filled out by the fire dept. anytime there is a fire.
Arson reports are often filed separately from regular fire
reports.

1 l7%lNHEElEBN£E"AND GIFT TAXES: Find the local govt. dept.
which handles this area. You can obtain information
dealing with wills, inheritances, etc. on a subject. If
there are any court cases involved with an inheritance
such files would be found in the probate court, which is
one of the categories which would fit in #1 — law suits.

So these are some of the basic areas which should be covered
by your source file. The 17 items listed above point out some
specifics and some general areas. A Source File done correctly
on the above items would have more than 17 entries, for instance
under law suits you should have separate entries for "civil
suits", "divorce cases", "probate cases", etc. '

So, you see, the Source File is invaluable. Imagine keeping
all this data in your head!

The Source File should also be seen as a major portion of the
Investigation Section's HAT. It is continuously expanded and
kept up to date. And it is constructed for easy use by
Investigations personnel. It explains itself, you don't have to
tell each person where to go to get an incorporation paper each
time you need one. It's all there in the Source File.

The 17 items listed will give you a good basic start. There
is no way for Bureau Four US to tell all Bureau Fours what to
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put in their Source File. The variations and possibilities are
infinite, and different states and cities have different ways of
doing things. '

The Source File will cut your investigating -man~hours down,
and will help to increase the speed of your investigations.

' Love,

Greg Willardson
Dir. of Investigations US
for I
Terry Milner

D/G Information US

' P.S. If any of the above items are not available to you in
your area, you should make a note of such in the Source File.
For example if auto license rundowns cannot be done in your

’ state, your Source File index card on "auto licenses" should
say. "a rundown on Arizona license plates is not an available
service in Arizona", etc.
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CONCLUSION

"If you fail to fight for justice soon you will be fighting for survival."57 With Scientology you
get to do both! I

"rue PRECEDING INFORMATION on SCIENTOLOGY'S ACTIVITIES otsctosss
rue mus NATURE or wum" MOST or ms ts/tome curt sxrsnrse coustosn
"ms "wontos MOST omvoenous mo ossnzucrtvs CULT."58 TO DATE.
SCIENTOLOGY ms not BEEN osrsnnso on EVEN stowso FROM cownwumo
rrs montv PROFITABLE cnuvtttwu. on ANTISOCIAL ACTIVITIES. rr ms NEITHER
"cu/more rrs statues" (ACTUAL NATURE), NOR ITS REPEATED APPLICATION or
rrs NOTORIOUS FAIR GAME POLICY.

I

Anyone paranoid of Scientology is  .59The threat is real if you are an important
target. Scientology has definitely not "cleaned house" nor are its infamous activities "ancient
history and have no relevance to the present time."

Scientology's modem multiple strategies of total coven and oven psycho-tenorism and legal
brutality are often more effective in silencing and stopping current adversaries, and in building

57Author unknown.

58Scientology and Dianetics earn this title because of 1.) Its size, intemational
scope, and an estimated 300-500 million a year in income, 2.) the effectiveness of
its sophisticated second-generation thought reform programs which are used to
gradually convert its members into inner circle zealots and covert operatives, ( See
appendices called Scientology's History of Criminality and Coercive Persuasion
and Scientology.) 3.) Scientology's terror tactics and other secret policies, and 4.)
the actual secret nature of what Scientology is as opposed to what it tries to
deceive the public into believing it is. In all of the included appendices it readily
becomes clear that Scientology and its feeder organization Dianetics are
potentially as dangerous and volatile as the Jonestown and Branch Davidian
grougs and possibly, in some ways, more dangerous and volatile.

5 Individuals who have to deal with being a target have developed procedures
of their own to deal with legitimate risk assessment. The process partially involves
the three occunence system. In this system the first time something happens in
your environment you notice it. The second time something similar or connected
happens you notice it a little more closely (but it still may just be a coincidence).
The third time you do a careful and full investigation. The third time something
happens mathematically is highly unlikely to be a coincidence. This procedure
keeps one reacting to the actual hamtless coincidences that happen life.
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legends to discourage future adversaries. than traditional physical tenorism, i.e. assault murder etc
There are many things a person fears more to loseor live through than just death or physical
injury. Scientology's bully sryle legal brutality and psycho-terrorism finds those things and uses
them.

"ln reality the church is a hugely profitable global racket that survives by
' intimidating members and critics in a mafia-like manner."

(Time magazine May 6, 1991.)
If Scientology's nrthless, in-and-out-of-the-courtroom tactics which judge James Kolts called a

"cynical and unfair use of the judicial sy.stem."60 go unchecked and continue to be successful in
intimidating judges. opposing attomeys, witnesses. the media, and members of our justice
protective agencies, and scaling hard won coun cases it is likely that in the high profit world of
national or intemational corporations, others may also soon begin to recruit and set up their own
full intelligence agencies with open ended budgets and imitate Scientology. Why not? To date
Scientology has been relatively successful with its "legal brutality" practices in either crushing
adversaries. sealing indispensable inform ation, or deterring, eliminating, delaying, or limiting
consequential corporate liability.

Joe Yanni was a key attomey working for Scientology until I987. He defected from the
Scientology's legal team when he says he was asked to help church officials steal medical records
to blackmail an opposing attomey (who was allegedly beaten up instead, Time magazine May 6,
I991).

From his experience inside Scientology, Joe Yanni now believes the church "has so subverted
the justice and judicial system that it should be barredfrom seeking equity in any court.“ Since
Yanni quit representing the church, he has been the target ofdeath threats, burglaries lawsuits
and other harassment. 61

"Scientology critics contend that the U.S. needs to crack down on the church in a major
organized way. "l want to know where is our government?" demands Toby Plerin, a Los Angeles
attorney who handles victims. lr shouldn't be left to private llrlgators because God knows that
most of us are afraid to get involved. "(From the May 6, I991 Time Magazine article.)

 

60From The American Lawyer article, "The Two Faces of Scientology,“ by
William Horne. July\August I992.

611-‘rom Time magazine’: May 6, I991 article.
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Any organization with Scientology's criminal history and policies of abusing First Amendment
immt.tnities.62 with near unlimited funds 63 to accomplish its ends through cocaine warlord-like
terror tactics. intelligence technology and "legal brutality" both inside and outside the courtroom,
will put our entire system ofjustice in actual peril!

"Scientology is both immoral and socially obnoxious... it is comrpt sinister and
dangerous. lt is con"upt because it is based on lies and deceit and has its real objective
money and power for Mr. Hubbard... It is sinister because it indulges in inftunous
practices both to its adherents who do not toe the line unquestionly and to those who
criticize it or oppose it. It is dangerous because it is out to capture people and to
indoctrinate and brainwash them so they become the unquestioning captives and tools of
the cult. withdrawn from ordinary thought, lining, and relationships with others." Justice
Latey, Ruling in the High Coun of London

"Scientology is evil; its techniques are evil; its practice is a serious threat to the
community. medically, morally, and socially; and its adherents are sadly deluded and
often mentally ill... (Scientology is) the world's.largest organization of unqualified
persons engaged in the practice of dangerous techniques which masquerade as mental
therapy." Justice Anderson. Supreme Court of Victoria. Australia.

Scientology is an organization with no reputation or credibility because it will say anything or
do anything to win. lt has not gotten better it since its cosmetic change. lt has gotten more secretive
and worse and it continues to recruit and retain individuals in the key positions who are and reflect
Scientology's true nature. The reason it has gotten worse and will continue to deteriorate is that:

62 For details on other similar circumstances which were never envisioned by
our constitutional forefathers when they established these immunities for bona fide
religions over ZOO years ago (such as an intelligence agency operating under the
cover of a religious organization or an organization claiming religious sanctuary
perfomiing thought refomi/coercive persuasion experiments on the public without
their infomied consent). see particularly, Respondent's Supplemental Brief of
November 16. 1990 in Church of Scientology v. Wollersheim. U.S. 89-1361. p.3-
4 regarding Scientology's violation of the voluntarism principle. Also see
Appendices 1,2 and 3 of same document. For more detail on Scientology’s
paradoxical twisting of First Amendment religious immunities see Larry
Wollersheim v. Church of Scientology of Califomia. Petition for Writ of
Certiorari. U.S. 89-1367, p.ll-25. Respondent's Reply to Brief in Opposition of
April 7. 1990. Appendix A in the Church of Scientology v. Wollersheim, U.S. 89- -
1361. Also see the other appendices of this document.

63 The current Wollersheim case is estimated to have cost Scientology
somewhere between 50 and 70 million dollars over the last eleven years.
Scientology's attempt to overwhelm the justice system with money against
adversaries often of blue collar asset availability, also underscores the difficulties
Scientology presents in preserving faimess and equitable treatment when using the
justice system. Wollersheim's 6-month Los Angeles trial was described by
superior court staff as one of the most costly and security-intense in Los Angeles
history. (see article on trial demonstrations in appendix A.)
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1.) It refuses to stop acting directly and indirectly in immoral, outrageous. and criminal way
because it refuses to completely and honestly reject the policies that command. imply and create
such actions. And. the reason it refuses to truly and completely reject those policies is because to
do so they would have to publicly and openly renounce and reject the psychopathic personality who
created such inhumane and barbaric policies in the first place, L. Ron Hubbard. Scientology is
incapable of doing this because the whole structure of Scientology is built on the infallibility and
tremendous "wisdom" of Hubbard.

2.) lt refuses to take its just punishments for past and present wrongdoing. It cannot be wrong
because Hubbard cannot be wrong --- so it is trapped in the cage of its own dwindling spiral.
Because it is so trapped. its delayed punishment continues to grow and correctional worldwide
pressure from former victims builds.

Scientology seems to have no allies except individuals or organizations it pays or organizations
carrying on similar activities. lts activities have angered even common taxpayers who read about
its base abuse of the religious privledges. The single thing that makes Scientology’s activities so
despicable to anyone informed about Scientology is that Scientology perpetrates them under the
guise and protections of a church. ln so doing it would be hard to find anyone who reasonably
would believe their tax dollars should continue to go to defend Scientology's illegitimate religious
status.

In I982 at the Supreme Court of Victoria where religious status was denied during its
Board of Inquiry into Scientology, Australian Justice Brookings made a telling closing
statement that cortrirtues to be a harbinger of the Scientology phenomena.

" ...it is nonetheless clear that the teaching of Scientology and the practice of
Scientology will result in the commission ofmany offenses and may well result in the
commission ofmany others...

"The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good people to do nothing." (Author
unknown.) '
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Clearwater Sun, January 24, 1984

PRIOR SECT TRY AT JUDGE
REPORTED

By GEORGE-WAYNE SHELOR Sun staff writer

A current probe into a suspected 1982 extortion plot by the Church of Scientology to corrupt a
Tampa federal judge might not be the first time law enforcement officials. have investigated the
sect‘s efforts to compromise a U.S. magistrate presiding over a Scientology trial.

In an article titled "Scientology's War Against Judges." which appeared in the December 1980
issue of The American Lawyer, author James B. Stewart Jr. details the sect's efforts to complicate.
delay and quash the trial of ll Scientology defendants charged with spying, wiretapping and
breaking into govemment offices.

The U.S. Attomey's Office in Tampa currently is investigating a purported plot involving an
attempt to lure U.S. District Judge Ben Krentzman aboard a boat off the Pinellas Suncoast where
prostitutes and drugs were to be used to put the judge in a compromising position.

At that time. Krentzman, chief judge of Flor-ida‘s 32-county Middle District was presiding over
the Tonja C. Burden vs. the Church of Scientology Case in which Miss Burden was seeking $16
million from the sect, claiming mental abuse, brainwashing, imprisonment and fraud, according to
public records. The trial is, to date, unresolved. and Judge Krentzman has retired.

Through several confidential sources, the Clearwater Sun has verified the current federal
probe, although as of Monday, U.S. Attorney Robert Merkle would neither confirm nor deny
it.

But four years ago in Washington, D.C., a U.S. District Coun judge stepped down from a
federal criminal conspiracy trial involving the controversial sect

Stewart presently a staff writer with the Wall Street Journal, was for three years a practicing
attorney and, at the time he wrote the article about the trial, a senior editor at The American
Lawyer.

Ir. his report. Stewart described the intensive campaign by Scientology attomeys to discredit
and cause to resign from the case three judges over the duration of the trial.

Tn; trial of the 11 defendants began Aug. 15, 1978. The group of Scientologists was indicted
on 2. number of federal charges. including obstnrction of justice. The first two judges assigned to
the case--D.C. District Court Judge George Hart Jr. and Judge Louis Oberdorfer--stepped down
during the course of the protracted proceedings, bowing to defense motions for dismissal.

Shortly after Feb. 5, 1979, when Oberdorfer stepped down, the case fell to Judge Charles
Richey. a jurist with a respected national reputation. The Scientologists initially were pleased with
Richey‘s appointment, saying as much in when the trial moved back and forth from Washington,
D.C., to Los Angeles to accommodate wimess's testimony -- they apparently became displeased
with several of Richey’s rulings, Stewart said, adding that at one point, attomeys for the sect filed a
motion asking the judge to disqualify himself from the case. Richey dismissed the motion.

By June 1970, according to Stewart's report. defense council were ready with another
dismissal motion. one which was damaging and threatening to Judge Richey. The groundwork for
that motion, Stewan wrote, had been laid nearly a year before, shortly after the hearings in Los
Angeles.

According to Stewart's published report: '
During the summer of 1979. a Scientology lawyer paid a private detective named Richard Bast
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$321,000 plus expense to investigate Judge Richey s security precautions. One of the detectives
first steps was to infiltrate Richey's inner circle atthe courthouse. "

Several of Bast‘s employee's befriended Richey‘s court reponer and tape-recorded several
conversations which were the basis of the most recent dismissal motion. Some Scientology lawyers.
however. thought the strategy had "gone too far" and withdrew as counsel.

Although the motion noted a number of reasons defense lawyers believed Richey was prejudiced
-- including Richey suspecting the sect was spreading nrmors about him as pan of a "plot" to
discredit him -- it failed to detail the alleged rumors about the judge, citing “respect for the coun as
an institution."

Bast. the detective. had secured damning information about Richey's personal habits. and when
it was not included as pan of the motion. he gave it to political columnist Jack Anderson.

Bast showed to one of Anderson's reporters a video recording, during which the prostitute
recalled "in titillating detail" her encounter with Judge Richey and his procurement of her services.
Bast also provided a lie detector test indicating the prostitute was telling the truth. and a statement
from a U.S. marshal who had guarded the judge claiming Richey said, "Let's go get a woman."

Also made available to Anderson's reponer was a tape recording of Richey's court reponer
purportedly saying the judge “was always picking up girls.“

After Anderson’s syndicated column detailing Richeys alleged procurement of a prostitute was
sent to’ newspapers July 11 (for July 18 publication) the court reponer denied the remarks
attributed to trim. The Sun was unable to contact the U.S. marshal involved.

On July 16, Richey issued his opinion on the case. Apparently referring to the upcoming
column (which he knew about from reporters’ calls), Richey called the dismissal motion "the latest
effon in the escalating attack on the coun" and said the motion was based on "hearsay, nrmor and
gossip." "

Richey continued, admonishing the defendants and their counsel for their "groundless" attacks
on his character, by saying that the proceedings had been turned "into a trial of this judge."

In a state of exhaustion and near-collapse, the 58-year-old judge withdrew from the case. On
July 18. Anderson’s column appeared in newspapers nationwide and five days later, Judge Richey
was hospitalized for treatment of two pulmonary embolisms.

His ordeal may not be over. Stewan‘s report states; Scientology attomeys said the prostitute
affair "is only the tip of the iceberg." and if necessary would expose additional damaging
testimony.

Ultimately, all of the defendants. including Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard's wife. Mary
Sue, were convicted of the federal charges. e

Stewart, contacted his New York office, said he developed his story from "court records and
my own interviews.

"1 spoke with the prosecutors (of the case) and I did a lot of 1egwork" on the story, which he -
says is completely factual.

Judge Richey has recovered and is still on the bench of the Washington, D.C., district.
Contacted at his chambers. the judge declined to comment for the record on the allegations. the
Jack Anderson column or the substance of the story.

Clearwater Sun Managing Editor Sam Fenton contributed to this report.
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The American Lawyer, December 1980 , .

SCIENTOLOGY'S WAR AGAINST
JUDGES
BY JAMES B. STEWART, JR.

On September 5, 1980, as U.S. District Court Judge Charles Richey was recuperating from two
pulmonary embolisms and exhaustion, lawyers for the Church of Scientology and the Justice
Department gathered before Judge Aubrey Robinson. Richey/‘s successor in the two-year-old
conspiracy ease against ll members of the Church of Scientology. Judge Richey had already
convicted and sentenced nine of the original ll defendants, but the remaining two, recently
extradited from England, were about to go on trial. A

"Particularly from the standpoint of your Honor's feelings about these defendants who are
members of the Church of Scientology..." began John Shorter, Jr., a lawyer for one of the
defendants. He was interrupted by Judge Robinson. “You want to raise a motion to recuse?" the
judge asked. He knew what Shorter‘s remark foreshadowed, having witnessed the Scientologists
campaign to drive Judge Richey off the case. "Is this a fishing expedition?"

Robinson is the fourth D.C. district court judge to preside over the Scientology case and the
latest target of the Scientologists‘ self-proclaimed "attack" litigation strategy. Their strategy
amounts to an all-out war against the D.C. district court judges, a war much more sophisticated.
better financed and more successful than the bizarre tacfics used by some other groups against
their courtroom adversaries, such as Synanon's attempt to murder an opposing counsel by putting a
rattlesnake in his mailbox.

Unlike Synanon, the Church of Scientology has long sought to distinguish itself as a legitimate
religion. Founded in 1954 by L. Ron Hubbard, a Science fiction writer, philosopher and author of
the bestselling book Dianetics: The Modem Science ofMental Healrh, the church claims five
million adherents to its selihelp philosophy. The Church of Scientology has called itself the
spiritual heir of Buddhism in the westem world, and focuses on what it calls “pastoral counseling"
to increase its members abilities and awareness. t

But in the past few years, the church has been accused of brainwashing and harassing its
members, and it has become em- broiled in dozens of lawsuits (see sidebar, page 32}, including the
1978 criminal conspiracy charges against ll of its members. Such setbacks have triggered
increasingly militant responses, which focused, in the conspiracy case, on the federal judiciary.
The Scientologists legal strategy has been to force the recusal of Judges lie at the root of the
pending criminal charges against the Scientologists. In 1976. D.C. District Coun Justice George
Hart. Jr., casually proposed a deposition of Hubbard in conjunction with one of many Freedom" Of
Infonnation Act suits filed by the church. Hart's remark (no deposition ever proved necessary)
caused Scientology officials to believe that the government knew something incriminating about
Hubbard. As a result the church intensified its efforts to leam what information the goverrtrrtent
might possess.

At the same time the church was issuing "Guardian Programme Orders" (directives to church
members telling them to use "standard oven sources" and "any suitable guise interviews“ to
monitor the activities of all district coun judges presiding in the FOIA suits. In 1977 that directive
was extended to all 15 active judges in the D.C. federal district coun.

Posing in some instances as students and journalists, Scientologists interviewed the judges,
researched their careers and backgrounds, followed them and prepared dossiers. According to
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Scientology documents. their goal was to determine "tone level" and "buttons on" --indicia of
personal vulnerability. in the parlance of Scientology. But the church's operation went far beyond
legal surveillance. Members of the church were caught breaking into the offices of the IRS and the
Justice Department. stealing and copying documents and eavesdropping. On August 15. 1978. ll
Scientologists were indicted on charges of electronically intercepting oral IRS communications.
forging government passes. illegally entering govemment buildings, recruiting Scientologists to
infiltrate the govemment, stealing records belonging to the IRS, Justice Department and the L15.
Attomey and conspiring to illegally obtain documents in the possession of the United States and to
obstruct justice. .

The Scientologist defendants hired some well-known defense counsel. Mary Sue Hubbard. the
wife of church leader L. Ron Hubbard and the highest ranking defendant on trial, retained Leonard
Boudin of Rabinowitz, Boudin & Standard and Michael Henzberg, a solo practitioner, both
activist lawyers now practicing law in New York City. Two other defendants, Henning Heldt and
Duke Snider, retained Alexandria, Virginia, lawyer Philip Hirschkop, who had been counsel for
the "DC. Nine." antiwar protesters arrested in 1970. In all, 12 lawyers were hired to defend nine
defendants (two others had fled to England where they faced extradition proceedings). Boudin and
Hirschkop soon assumed the leading roles in the defense.

Boudin and Hirschkop won‘t discuss why they were selected, but their public identification with
radical and unpopular causes was undoubtedly attractive to church members, This was Boudin's
first association with the church, but Hirschkop had handled a search and seizure matter for the
church in 1977.

One lawyer who represents Scientologists and has worked with Boudin and Hirschkop offers
this ideological defense for their taking the case: "1t is a simple case of govemment overreaching."
he says. "The government just can‘t tolerate an organization with nonconforming beliefs. The
Scientologists stand up for their rights -- aggressively." Another lawyer who has worked on the
case adds a financial motive for their taking such a case: "These people pay their bills -- top
dollar and on time -which is more than 1 can sayfor most of my unpopular clients. This case
willfinance a lo: ofpro bono work." Hirschkop won't say what he has received in legal fees from
the Scientologists, but the church is a prosperous client In one instance a member paid the church
$30,000 for the required series of counseling sessions.

Whatever their reasons for taking the case, high-minded principles have not characterized the
campaign of the Scientologists‘ lawyers against the District of Columbia judges. In August 1978
the cases were assigned to Judge Hart,. the judge whose comment had originally intensified the
intelligence operation and who, like all of his fellow D.C. district coun judges, had been
investigated. He became the first victim of the Scientologists‘ recusal strategy.

Boudin filed the first recusal motion in January 1979. His theory was a novel one: by telling
Judge Hart that the judge himself was a target of the Scientologists’ own possibly illegal activities,
he would cause the judge to be biased. or appear to be biased, against them. In his motion, Boudin
quoted a Scientology document ordering an "oven" and "coven" data collection operation against
Judge Han, which. in Boudin‘s words. "possibly [included] the use of methods violative of the
judgc‘s privacy and other rights and possibly violative of the criminal laws." Boudin concluded that
"the sitting judge is revealed to the jury and the public as a victim of possibly illegal actions," and
"the judge has an obvious interest which may be affected by the outcome of the case."
Notwithstanding documents to which govemment and defense counsel had access ordering similar
operations on all the District of (Columbia district coun judges, Boudin declared that he knew of
no other such campaigns.

Although govemment lawyers. led by chief prosecutor Raymond Banoun, protested vigorously,
arguing that the Scientologists were using their own possibly illegal activities to disqualify the
judge, Han granted the recusal motion and stepped down. Han denied that he was biased, but he
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agreed that the appearance of impartiality had been tainted by the Scientologists‘ surveillance
operation against him. "I was afraid a jury would be prejudiced against the defendants because of
their alleged threats against me.“ Han said recently. . A

The case was assigned next to J udge Louis Oberdorfer, who in light of Judge l-lart's recent
experience asked for memoranda and oral arguments from both sides at the outset indicating
potential grounds for disqualification. Govemmcnt lawyers pointed out in their memo that
Oberdorfer was fonnerly an assistant attomey general in charge of the tax division of the Justice
Department. which had prosecuted a case that ended the tax-exempt status for the founding Church
of Scientology in Los Angeles in 1969. Oberdorfer concluded that he had "personal knowledge of
disputed evidentiary facts," and on February 5. 1979. he too stepped down.

Shortly afterward the case fell to Richey, 57, a 1971 Nixon appointee whose liberal record --
especially in the area of defendants rights -- surprised early critics. The assignment initially
pleased the Scientology defendants. In a pamphlet called "The Trial of the Scientology Nine,"
prepared by the Scientologists. Judge Richey was described as having "a very fatherly visage . .
though crippled with a congenital defect in his hip, one does not notice either his limp or his
shormess. His glasses glintirrg from the lights of the courtroom add to the picture of a man of deep
intelligence and sympathy." And when Richey, too. asked at the outset for a recusal motion if one
were planned. Boudin and Hirschkop said they were satisfied with his assignment to the case. That
attitude was soon belied by a campaign of harassment that took place in and out of the courtroom.

During the summer of 1979, coun sessions were held for about three weeks in Los Angeles.
where Richey scheduled testimony on the Scientologists’ motion to suppress evidence seized by the
FBI in its 1977 raids of the church's headquaners. The thousands of documents seized in those
raids constituted the core of the evidence against the alleged conspirators. The hearings had been
moved to Los Angeles to accommodate the Scientologists‘ witnesses.

Prior to his departure for Los Angeles, Richey received several death threats. The judge has
never publicly alleged that those threats came from Scientologists and has said they were unrelated
to the case, but he flew to Califomia esconed by two federal marshals, and elaborate security
precautions were implemented at the federal courthouse irt downtown Los Angeles.

During the hearings, defense lawyers repeatedly interrupted the proceedings with objections,
mouons and audible commentary, including insults to the judge. For example, Hirschkop and other
counsel repeatedly and loudly ordered co-counsel to place adverse evidentiary rulings in a mythical
"error bad." On several occasions. I-lirschkop accused Richey of lying. At times, Richey left the
bench and walked out rather than hold defense counsel in contempt. Only once, at a later hearing,
did the judge seem to boil over: speaking to Hirschkop, Richey said, "1 want to tell you right here
and now, I resent it because I have done nothing to hun you or your clients. And this record is
replete with insults and everything else. when I have not done it to you and don't intend to."
Banoun, the prosecutor, says Richey was too accommodating. "He should never have tolerated
such behavior, " Banoun says. -

Hirschkop claims that he was the one who was insulted. "Richey showed contempt for me,"
Hirschkop says, recalling the time when. he claims, Richey tried to "force-feed" him French fries in
court (Banoun says the judge simply offered all the counsel some French fries he had not finished
at lunch.) "1 called Banoun a liar," Hirschkop continues. "and the judge admonished me. But
Banoun could insult me with impunity." Banoun denies that this was tnre. Hirschkop concedes
that he frequently became "heated" in his dealings vnth Judge Richey but says, "I never called him
dirty names."

In September l979, after the Los Angeles hearings, Richey denied the Scientologists‘ motion to
suppress the evidence seized by the FBI. The defendants eventually entered into a stipulation of
facts, which amounted to an admission of the principal charges against them, and waived a jury
trial. In retum, the govemment agreed to drop 23 of its 24 criminal counts.
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Judge Richey explicitly warned the Scientologists that the stipulation was likely to result in their
conviction: he subsequently conducted his own review of the evidence, which he said was
"overwhelming evidence of guilt," and on October 26, he convicted all nine. On December 6, two
days before they were to be sentenced, a recusal motion against Richey was filed.

In this recusal motion, Boudin and Hirschkop again took the extraordinary position that
Richey‘s response to their counroom tactics and to the threats showed that Richey was prejudiced
against Scientologists. For example, without saying that the death threats were made by
Scientologists, Hirschkop said that "upon irtformation and belief, the security in Los Angeles was
related to the coun's apprehension with regard to the defendants in this case or their church,"
adding that "it is impossible to imagine a stronger --or more clearly ‘extra-judicial’ --source of bias
than fear for one’s life or wellbeing."

Whatever its merits, the recusal motion was patently defective in at least two technical respects.
The judicial recusal statute requires a "timely" motion supported by an affidavit signed by a
"pany." This motion was filed four months after the events complained of-- and after nearly 120
defense motions had been resolved against the Scientologists --and was supported by Hirschkop's
affidavit, not one of the defendants. ("I should have filed it much sooner," Hirschkop concedes.
"Richey was grossly prejudiced from the stan.") In response to the motion, Judge Richey defended
his security precautions, noting that "the court may accept reasonable security precautions without
risk oftainting its nrlings in the case." He denied the motion and that same day sentenced the nine
defendants to prison terms of from six months to four to five years. Eight pulled out checks. for
$10,000 the day of their sentencing, and all nine are now free on bail pending appeal.

The denial of their first recusal motion and the sentences, which the Scientologists regarded as
unconscionably harsh. led to a redoubling of defense efforts to drive Richey from the case. Six
months later, in June 1980, defense cotmsel were ready with another recusal motion, more
damaging and threatening to Judge Richey than the first The groundwork for that motion had
been laid nearly a year before, shortly after the Los Angeles hearings.

That summer. Thomas Dourian, Judge Richey‘s official coun reponer who accompanied him to
Los Angeles, was approached by Hirschkop soon after their retum to Washington. In a swom
affidavit filed in response to the second recusal motion, Dourian says Hirschkop wanted to know if
the security precautions in Los Angeles resulted from Richey‘s fear of Scientologists. Ln the
affidavit Dourian swore he denied that the judge was afraid but confirmed that before leaving
Washington, the judge and his wife and two sons had received two death threats.

Soon after this encounter, in December 1979. a Scientology lawyer hired Richard Bast. a
private detective who had worked for Hirschkop several years before. to investigate Judge Richey‘s
security precautions. Bast's fee: $321,000 plus expenses. One of Bast's first steps was to infiltrate
Richey‘s inner circle at the courthouse.

In the spring of 1980, a few months after the Scientologists‘ sentencing, Fred Cain, a Bast
employee and retired police officer, approached James Perry, one of two U.S. marshals who had
accompanied Richey to Los Angeles. Cain explained to Perry that he had been retained by a
European industrialist whose daughter had committed suicide, allegedly as a result of her
involvement with the Church of Scientology, and that his assignment was to uncover information
that could be damaging to the church. According to Bast, Pen'y told Cain that he wanted to write a
book on the Scientology case, and Bast offered him a $2.000 advance. Bast says that Perry took
the money, and they agreed to work together.

The evening of May 23, Perry and Cain met Douriatt, the coun reponer, at his home in
Washington. According to Dourian's affidavit. Cain introduced himself as a private investigator
for lntemational Investigations, Lnc., Bast's detective agency, and told hint the same story about the
European industrialist.

Dourian says in his affidavit that he found the story improbable but that because his home had
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been burglarized and he had received threatening phone calls, which he suspected came from
Scientologists, he was curious about what Cain and Perry were doing. According to the affidavit.
Dourian met with Cain three more tirrtes, and each time he was questioned about Judge Richey. At
a meeting at his home on May 31, 1980, Dourian says he realized that the conversation was being
recorded. Cain had been drinking heavily, Dourian says, and as a result. the coun reponer was
able to slip a small tape recorder and three cassettes out of Cain's pocket. Dourian's last meeting
with Cain was on June 19, when they met with Bast and then dined at a nearby Pizza Hut. Again.
Dourian was asked about Richey, and the conversation was recorded.

The recordings of Dourian, along with tape-recorded statements made by Hirschkop -- all
collected by Bast -- formed the basis for the next recusal motion against Judge Richey. The
motion. largely incorporating an earlier recusal motion filed by Hirschkop, was filed on June 20,
1980, as proceedings were beginning against the two defendants recently extradited from Great
Britain. For some of the Scientologists‘ counsel, however, the recusal strategy had gone too far.
There was apparently opposition within the ranks to these motions and the way they were prepared.
One lawyer, Michael Nussbaum, who represented two of the defendants, didn't sign the papers and
withdrew as trial counsel.

The affidavit in suppon of this motion was filed by Morris Budlong. one of the extradited
defendants. after he listened to various rapes and spoke to Hirschkop. Among the prejudicial
remarks that Budlong attributed to Judge Richey were: that Richey‘s death threats emanated from
Scientologists; that Jim Jones and Scientologists were "all the same"; that it would be a "feather in
his hat" to convict the Scientologists: and that Richey had told another judge that Scientologists
were spreading nrmors about him as part of a "plot" to discredit him.

A cryptic footnote to the affidavit declined to provide details of the alleged nrmors about
Richey, citing "respect for the coun as an institution." But Hirschkop and other defense counsel
knew the details of the plot Richey alluded to. They had gotten them from Bast. who says he had
combed the Los Angeles area for infonnation about Judge Richey‘s personal habits, interviewing
motel and restaurant employees and making videotapes and recordings. The information not
revealed in the motion was taken by Bast to political columnist Jack Anderson.

The central figure in bast’s story was a self-professed Los Angeles prostitute who workec ne
Brentwood Holiday Inn, the motel where Richey stayed during the Los Angeles hearings. In a
video recording shown to Gary Cohn, a reponer for Anderson, the prostitute recalled "in titillating
detail," according to Cohn, an encounter with Judge Richey at the motel and his procurement of her
services. According to Cohn. Bast also showed results of lie detector tests conducted by Cain to
demonstrate that the prostittrte was telling the tnith: a tape recording of Perry, the U.S. marshal,
claiming Judge Richey said, "Lets go get a woman"; and a tape recording of Dourian, the coun
reponer, saying Richey "was always picking up girls."

Cohn says that he was initially skeptical of the story because he was aware that Bast was
employed by the Scientologists. But he says he had often worked with Bast and trusted him. He
says he considered but rejected the possibility that the prostitute was herself a Scientologist.
planted to entrap the Judge. Bast says only that his discovery of the prostitute was "accidental,"
that he paid her $1,200, that she is not a Scientologist and that she is no longer streetwalking.

Cohn wrote the column, which later appeared under Anderson’s by-line, focusing on Bast's
investigation and Richey‘s procurement of a prostitute. Cohn adds that he is now "not happy" with
the xv ay the coltunn was written. ln his affidavit, Dourian. the coun reponer, who has heard the
tapes he stole from Cain's pocket. denies the remarks attributed to him.

Newspapers that subscribe to Anderson’s column received the Judge Richey story around July
ll, a week before its release date of July 18. Some of them balked at runrttng it -- the New York
Daily News decided not to publish it -- and The Washington Post used it only after extensive
conversations with Cohn. Cohn says he never reached Richey for comment, and although Post
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editor Ben Bradlee says he is sure "we did call (Richey) about the column," no comment from
Richey appeared in the Post's version, either. _ I

Oh July 16, Richey issued his opinion. Evidently referring to the upcoming Anderson column.
which Richey might have known about from reponers' calls and messages, Richey characterized
the recusal motion as "this latest effort in the escalating attack on the court" and found the grounds
for the motion to be "insufficient as a matter of law," resting only on "hearsay. rumor and gossip."

‘But. the judge continued, "defendants and their counsel have engaged in groundless and
relentless attacks on this coun. Their motive is transparent. It is an attempt to transform the trial

into a trial of this judge." Though he labeled the attempts to remove him a "classic example" of
abuse of the recusal statutes. he wrote that "the time has come for the proceedings in this case to
proceed on the merits with the attention of all directed at the real issues in this case." As a result.
Richey withdrew from the casein a state of exhaustion and near-collapse. according to associates.

On July 18. J ack Anderson's column appeared in newspapers throughout the country. Five days
later, Judge Richey was hospitalized with €XJ'l3USl.lOI'l and pulmonary embolisms. He has since
declined all comment on the case. citing the code of judicial conduct. .

Judge Richey‘s ordeal may not be over. Hirschkop vows that his campaign against the judge
will continue, and he claims that the prostitute affair is "only the tip of the iceberg." Although
Hirschkop declines to disclose details. he says if necessary he will expose additional damaging
information uncovered by Bast.

Apart from the delays, the campaign against Judge Richey has had neglimble legal impact on
the proceedings against the Scientologist defendants. Though an appeal is pending on a
conventional search and seizure question, the convictions of the first nine stand. Trials of the
remaining two defendants staned in late October under Judge Robinson and are still in progress.

The activities of the Scientologists and their counsel in this case seem destined only to satisfy a
commandment L. Ron Hubbard once wrote:

"The DEFENSE of anything is UNTENABLE. The only way to defend anything is to
ATTACK, and if you ever forget that, then you will lose every battle you are ever engaged in.
whether it is in tenns of personal conversation, public debate, or a coun of law. NEVER BE
INTERESTED IN CHARGES. DO. yourself. much MORE CHARGING, and you will WIN."

In its July 1980 issue the American Lawyer named Judge Charles Richey nrnner-up to the
worst District of Columbia federal district coun judge. The lawyer who most vehemently
denounced Richey was one of the Scientologists’ defense counsel. and this same lawyer also
referred our reporter to other lawyers who have represented Church of Scientology defendants.
The reponer, who has since left our staff, says he was unaware of Scientologists efforts to
discredit and recuse Judge Richey. Without the lawyers vehemently derogatory remarks and
his referrals to other "sources." our reponer says he would not have named Richey in the survey.

BATTLES on OTHER FRONTS
The Church of Scientology has been involved in almost constant litigation since its founding

nearly 30 years ago. Besides periodic clashes with the government. the church has filed scores of
suits against the media to inhibit the news coverage of its activities.

Among the more recent cases involving the church and the media:
Founeen libel suits have been filed against Paulette Cooper, New York freelance writer and

author of the 1971 book, The Scandal of Scientology, and her publisher. Church documents seized
in the 1977 Los Angeles raid and made public last year revealed “Operation Freakout," a campaign
of harassment directed against cooper that included death threats, obscene phone calls. phony
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letters about her sexual behavior and a forged bomb threat against the church that resulted in
Coopers indictment in 1973. The charges against Cooper were dropped in 1975. Cooper has now
retaliated with a S55-million suit against the church. j I

A I977 suit against the San Diego Union asked $10,000 in damages for invasion of privacy
from a reponer who had registered for a Scientology course in order to write a story about the
church. The church offered to drop the suit if plans to publish the story were dropped. but after the
story ran, the church increased its damage claim to $600,000 and added charges of fraud and
deceit against the paper. The case was dismissed on summary judgment.

In 1976 the church sued the Clearwater Sun in Florida for SI million and threatened to sue the
St. Petersburg Times for a series of stories on the church. Scientologists spread rumors linking
Times officials to the CIA. the FBI and the Communist Pany. and harassed reporters. The Sun
countersued the church for abuse of process, and the Times sued for an injunction barring the
church's harassment of its reponers. The church subsequently dropped its suit against the Sgn and
never followed through on its threat to sue the Times. '

In March 1979 the church sued two New York writers, Jim Siegelrnan and Flo Conway, afier
they criticized Scientology on the "David Susskind Show" while discussing their book, Snapping.
After the Scientologists’ suit against them was dismissed, the pair countersued, charging the church
with malicious prosecution.

The church has lately found itself on the defensive in a fluny of suits filed against it by
disgruntled former church members and recruits. Currently pending against the church are:

a suit fled October 21 by Lawrence Stiller, a Boston marathon runner. asking 41.25
million for damages sustained after he was allegedly physically attacked by a Scientology recnriter.
Stiller says that due to the injury, he may never nm again;

a S16-million suit filed in April by Tonja Burden, a 20-year-old fonner church member
who claims she was deceived anc forced to remain in the church, used as slave labor and
kidnapped after she escaped;

a S21-million suit brought by jazz guitarist Gabor Szabo in Febnrary. accusing the church
of embezzlement. kidnapping and forcing him to undergo a "life repair course";

a class action filed last December by fonner church staff member Lavenda Van Schack,
seeking S200 million on behalf of church dropouts. Her suit accuses the church of mind control.
tmlawful electronic surveillance and leaking details of her private life to the media.

Last year, Julie Titchboume, a fonner Church of Scientology member, was awarded 42 million
by a Portland, Oregon. jury, which found that the church's promises of a better life were
fraudulent. The church as subsequently sued four "deprogrammers" for $2 million collectively,
claiming that they induced Titchbourne to turn against the church. j

-- J.B.S.
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Shudder into Silence

The Church 0fScienr0l0gy doesn't rake /clnclly to negative coverage

By Roben W. Welkos
Reprinted from The Quill, Novemeber-December 1991, pp.36-38

In the late spring of 1990, shonly before the Los Angeles Times published a comprehensive
series on the Church of Scientology by staff writer Joel Sappell and myself. a deliveryman arrived
at my house and propped a large manila envelope against my front door. It was from a monuary,
and inside was a brochure extolling the benefits of arranging your funeral before you die.

"lhvestigate the pre-arrangement program at our memorial park now," the brochure read.
"You'll be glad you did, and so will your family.“

Curious, I telephoned the mortuary and asked why they had sent me the material. To my
amazement. they didn't know they had and told me they never sent brochures unsolicited because it
can be upsetting. They assured me they were always sensitive to such concems and that it would
not happen again.

But it did.

Two days later, my wife caught a glimpse of a man hunying down the front walk. By the time
she opened the door, he was driving away, but left on the step was another envelope from the same
mortuary. .

I would never know if the deliveries were just a mix-up or a sinister prank. J ust as I have never
known who made the dozens of hang-up telephone calls to my house; what caused my partners dog
to go into seizures on the day the Times published the secret teachings of Scientology; why a bogus
assault complaint was filed with the Los Angeles Police Department against Sappell by a man
whose address and name proved to be phony, or why car dealers we had never dealt with were
making inquiries into our personal credit reports. I

Yet. I wondered: Were these incidents more than coincidence‘?

WHENEVER JOURNALISTS ASK CRITICAL QUESTIONS ABOUT SCIENTOLOGY
THEY CAN EXPECT TO ENDURE INTENSE PERSONAL SCRUTINY OVER THE YEARS.
VARIOUS REPORTERS HAVE BEEN SUED. HARASSED, SPIED ON. AND EVEN BEEN
SUBJECTED TO nrnrr TRICKS. '

Our investigation of Scientology began in 1985. The undertaking stretched over live difficult
years and tested the will of the newspaper as we were repeatedly subject to the church's
intimidativc tactics.

In the end. we published 24 stories over six days. exploring virtually every facet of Scientology,
from its corzfrdential doctrines to its abuses against former members to the fictional background of
its founder. the late science fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard. The series also revealed how
Scientologists had created numerous tax-exempt front groups and profit-making consulting finns to
spread their beliefs throughout American society. and how Hubbard's remarkable string of 22
bestsellers was accomplished, in part, through multiple purchases of his books by Scientologists
and employees of Hubbard's publishing house. which is controlled by church members.
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The story took us across the U.S. and into Canada’. interviewing hundreds of people. reviewing
thousands of pages of documents. and studying the arcane writings of Hubbard himself.

Along the way we were sued once and successfully fought two federal court subpoenas served
by Scientology to gain access to our research.

At various times. we were investigated by as many as three separate teams of private
investigators hired by Scientology's attomeys. Up to the week of publication. the newspaper
continued to receive letters from church lawyers threatening suits. I was sued by a church
paralegal; for false imprisonment after he served me with a subpoena inside the newspaper and I
told him to wait in an editors office until security arrived and determined how he entered the
building.

Outside the church‘s Golden Era Studios in Riverside. California, a Times photographer
stopped his car on a public highway and began taking pictures of the compotmd when he was
confronted by uniformed Scientology guards with walkie-tallcies who demanded that he surrender
his film. He refused after a long and tense confrontation. during which he was asked if he worked
for the CLA. Later. at a church facility in Hollywood. the photographer parked on the street and
began snapping picrures of two Scientologists assigned to Scientology's Rehabilitation Project
Force. a kind of boot camp where members wear dark arrnbands. run everywhere. and perform
menial tasks until their superiors determine that they have been properly rehabilitated. As the
camera clicked. one of the men hurled a caustic substance at the photographers ear, eroding the
paint.

On one occasion. people we had interviewed for the series were visited by private investigators
posing as a film crew doing a documentary on Scientology.

In the weeks after the series appeared. Scientology struck back.

It purchased advertising space on more than 120 billboards and 1.000 bus placards around Los
Angeles. The ads, which prominently included the newspapers logo and our names. quoted from
our series. but they had edited the excerpts to create the false impression that the Los Angeles
Times was endorsing Scientology. lt was so strange for me to be driving to work each moming on
the freeway and then. in letters that looked 10 feet high. see my name plastered on a gigantic
billboard. or standing at a crosswalk and glimpse my name whizzing past me on the side of a bus.

When Time magazine published a cover story about Scientology last May 6, Time Associate
Editor Richard Behar wrote that "at least 10 attorneys and six private detectives were unleashed by
Scientology and its followers in an effort to threaten. harass. and discredit me." Behar said thata
copy of his personal credit report with detailed information about his banl; accounts, home
mortgage. credit-card payments. home address. and Social Security number had been illegally
retrieved from a national credit bureau. Private investigators contacted his acquaintances and
neighbors. He was subpoenaed bv one attomey and he said another falsely suggested that he might
own shares in a company he was reporting about.

A Miami private investigator, working for Scientology attomeys. posed as a woman whose
niece was a Scientologist and sought advice on how to deal with her and the church.

"They have unleashed private eyes on most of the sources that were named in the story." Behar
said in an interview.

On the public front. Scientology reportedly spent over $3 million to nrn daily ads in USA
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Nazi regime. The church also mailed out thousands of copies of an _80-page booklet entitled "Fact
vs. Fiction." in which it attempted to correct “falsehoods” in Behar's article. Such attempts are
known as "dead agenting" in Scientology.

Behar's experience was not unique.

When Linda Stasi of New York Ne'w5a'a_y wrote a sharp-tongued gossip column about
Scientology and mentioned Times upcoming cover story. she received a letter from a man
identifying himself as a U.S. Customs Service agent at Kennedy Airport. "He said my name and
both of my reporters [Dough Vaughan and Anthony Scaduto] were going on their computer and he
would personally see we underwent full body searches and rectal examinations until they found
drugs or contraband on us the next time we went through customs." Stasi recalled.

Alarmed. the newspapers executives referred the matter to the Customs Service for
investigation. Not long afterward. executives said. an FBI agent contacted them and said an
individual whom he did not name had complained that Newsday was having him harassed and
wanted the agency to investigate the newspaper. As of this writing, the outcome of both probes is
not known.

Stephen Koff. a staff writer at the Sr. Petersburg Times, said that after he began investigating
Hubbard's church in 1988. a car dealership in Califomia checked out his personal credit report. as
did a sculptor. who has since died. "My guess it was really a private investigator [who checked out
his credit]," Koff said.

While in Los Angeles to report on the church. Koff said, his wife began receiving obscene
phone calls late at night and people claiming to work for credit card companies called wanting to
know personal information about him. A week after his series appeared. he noticed a private
investigator parked outside his house. At one point. he peeked through the blinds and the car was
gone.

"Almost two hours later. I'm leaving with my daughter to take her to the baby sitter and I see
the same car parked on a different street but parked in such a way they could see my house." As he
drove off and got on a freeway the same car appeared in front of him. Koff said he learned through
police sources that the car had been rented by a private investigator.

When Roben W. Lobsinger. publisher of the Newkirk Herald Journal in Newkirk, Oklahoma.
began writing biting editorials alerting residents that Scientologists were quietly building a huge .
drug rehabilitation center on a nearby lndiarr reservation. he also was visited by private
investigators on behalf of Scientology.

One "went to the sheriffs office poking around wanting all the terrible bad criminal history on
me. my wife. and kids." Lobsinger recalled. "Of course. there isn't any. He wandered arotutd town
talking to everybody else trying to get the goods or me. They sent hint down with a full-page ad to
run in my paper and a handful of hundred dollar bills to buy this ad. Of course‘ the ad was a
condemnation of me for exposing Scientology and insinuating that I was obviously a drug dealer
and was a tenible bad guy . . . So they took it to the daily paper 15 miles north of us and they ran
it up there." Lobsinger said Scientologists then mailed the ad to Newkirk‘s 2.500 residents.

I\'o matter where Scientology surfaces as a story. joumalists can expect to be targets of a
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"noisy" investigation. -

"Remember." Hubbard wrote as far back as I959. "intelligence we get with a whisper.
Investigation we do with a yell." In "The Manual of Justice." Hubbard gave point-by-poirtt
instructions on how to deal with a "bad magazine article." First. he wrote. "Tell them by letter to
retract at once in the next issue." The second step. he said. is to "hire a private detective of a
national-type fimi to investigate the writer. not the magazine. and get any criminal or Communist
background the mart has." The third step is to have lawyers write the magazine threatening suit.
and then use the information gleaned from the investigator to make the writer "shudder into
silence."

Using lawyers to attack its critics is standard Scientology procedure. Among the millions of
words Hubbard left to his followers were precise directives on how to deal with critics and the
press:

"The purpose of the [lawsuit] is to harass and discourage rather than
"If attacked on some vulnerable point by anyone or anything or any organization. always find or

manufacture enough threat against them to cause them to sue for peace . . . Don’t ever defend.
Always attack."

I

"We do not want Scientology to be reported in the press. anywhere else than on the religious
pages of newspapers... Therefore. we shotrld be very alert to sue for slander at the slightest chance
so as to discourage the public presses from mentioning Scientology.“

"NEVER agree to an investigation of Scientology. Only agree to an investigation of the attacker
. . . Start feeding lurid, blood. sex crime. actual evidence on the attack to the press. Don't ever
tamely submit to an investigation of us. Make it rough. rough on attackers all the way."

When British author Russell Miller wrote a critical biography of Hubbard in I988. an
anonymous caller to police implicated Miller in the unsolved ax slaying of a South London private
eye. Miller was interrogated by Scotland Yard. which later admitted the investigation was a waste
of time that had "caused Mr. Miller some embarrassment."

The Sunday Times ofLondon interviewed a private detective in 1987 who said he had been paid
S2.500 by the Church of Scientology for attempting to smear Miller. The private eye was quoted as
saying that he thought Miller was "at risk" and added: “People acting for the church are willing to
pay large sums for men to discredit him. These bastards will stop at nothing."

When the St. Petersburg Times planned a review of another biography that was critical of
Hubbard. it received a letter from a Scientology attomey threatening to sue the newspaper. _

"We have evidence that your paper has a deep-seated bias against the Church and that you
intend to hit the Church hard with this review." the letter from Los Angeles attomey Timothy
Bowles stated...."lf you forward one of his lies you will find yourselfirt court facing not only libel
and slander charges. but also charges for conspiracy to violate civil rights. If you publish anything
at all on it. you may still firtd yourself defending charges in court in light of what we know about
your intentions. We know a whole lot more about your irtstitution and motives than you think."

The newspaper published its review and Bowle's letter.
But the biggest horror story belongs to New York author Paulette Cooper.
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Cooper. who wrote a scathing I972. book entitled The Scandal of Scientology, was indicted on
charges of making bomb threats against thechurch. The charges were eventually distnissed after
authorities discovered the church had obtained stationery she had touched and used it to forge the
bom b threats.

Today. when joumalists launch investigations of Scientology. they can expect to be contacted
by the Office of Special Affairs. the church urtit responsible for countering outside threats.
Attomeys at OSA coordinate the acrr'vr'tr'es ofprivate detectives who gather r'nformatt'on and spy
on church crt'rt'cs.

Joumalists should know that even before they begin conducting interviews with church officials.
those officials are prepared for them. Scientologists who regularly deal with the media are drilled in
how to handle questions. The church once issued a bulletin on how to "cave in" a reporter by
"shouting. banging. pointing [and] swearing."

Scientologists also were instructed how to be "covertly hostile" to a reporter: “He uses the word
as a rapier and plunges it at the reporter. so that the reporter introverts and drops the questions."

Preparing for a hostile interview is one thing. Wondering whether you’ve been targeted for
harassment is another.

Several weeks before the publication of our series. I joined a number of other Times‘ reporters
for a drink and conversation at a nearby watering hole. As we sat laughing and talking. I noticed a
woman sitting alone. facing me at a nearby table. Each time I looked in her direction she glanced at
her wristwatch. as if to indicate she was waiting for a friend who never arrived. She waited for well
over an hour until I mentioned to another reporter how odd it was.

As I headed home on the freeway I noticed a Califomia Highway Patrol car swerving back and
forth across the lanes, slowing traffic to a crawl. He slipped in behind my car. and ordered me to
pull over. I asked the officer what I had done. and then saw there were three more patrol cars lined
up behind me, all with their lights flashing.

After I was given a sobriety test. the officers huddled. then told me to gel going because I was
sober. When I asked why I had been stopped. one officer said they had received a report that I was
weaving and endangering other motorists.

The next day. I leamed that the CHP had received a call over a car phone from a man
identifying himself as a former Los Angeles police officet. He said he was following me and would
direct the officers to my location.

Oddly. he never gave his name.

My colleagues later said I was lucky I hadn't made any sudden moves while getting out of my
car. In a city plagued by freeway shootings and gangs. cops get nervous.

Welkos is a staff writer for the Los Angeles Times
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I D SWORN STATEMENT ‘

I Malcolm Claude Nothling, the undersigned. hereby state the
following under oath:

1 I am a Caucasian male 38 years of age, born on 31/08/54.

2 I was a dedicated member of The Church of Scientology from 1979
- 1986.

3 I served in the Special Forces in the South African Defence
Force. During this period I became highly skilled in handling
-firearms. This information was known by senior members of the
Church of Scientology in South Africa.

4 In May S1986 I was requested to take up an administrative
position at the Church of Scientology's headquarters in Los
Angeles.

5 I arrived in Los Angeles on 6th June 1986 expecting to take up
an administrative post that urgently needed to be filled. A
week after arriving I was seconded to assist with
demonstrations outside the Los Angeles Supreme Court in which
the case between Lawrence Wollersheim and the Church of
Scientology was being heard.

6 I was also promised by the Church of Scientology, on arrival in
Los Angeles, that they would attend to some of my previous
counselling that had gone horribly wrong. I was experiencing
suicidal feelings and feelings of anger and destruction. It
required a tremendous effort on my behalf to restrain myself. I
had previously submitted a report to the Religious Technology
Centre of my condition.

7 During June/July 1986 I was approached by two Scientologists
from the San Francisco area, specifically Concorde.
Unfortunately I cannot recall their names but one of them had a
signwriting business in that area. They proposed that I should
assasinate Larry Wollersheim. They would organise the weapon
and whatever else I needed to accomplish this task. I cannot
say with any accuracy wether or not they had been instructed to
organise this from a higher level within the organisation.
However, I now find it disturbing that Scientologists, myself
included at the time, can consider this method of resolving
what they consider to be a problem. In fact I blame the policy
within the Church of Scientology known as the ‘Simon
Bolivar‘which encourages these acts against supposed enemies.
At the time I seriously considered committing this crime but
believed that I was going to be used as the "fall guy" because
it would have been easy thereafter to show that I was
demonstrating and stating that I found myself in an unstable
condition. when I declined I fell out of favour with the Church
of Scientology and was expelled without a hearing and on
trumped up charges for which I am currently suing the Church of
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8 The above is true and I am willing to submit to ‘a P0lY9faPh
test or any other method to establish the integrity of my
statement.
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I am employed in the county of Marin, State of
\

California. I am over the age of eighteen years and not a

party-to the above entitled action. My business address is

711 Sir Francis Drake Boulevard, San Anselmo, California

94960. I served the foregoing document(s) described as:

DECLARATION OF LAWRENCE WOLLERSHEIM IN OPPOSITION ‘
TO SCIENTOLOGY'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION
OF THE 2OTH; AND 13TH, 16TH, 17TH & 19TH CAUSES OF
ACTION OF SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

on the following persons on the date set forth below, by

placing a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope

with postage thereon fully prepaid to be placed in the

United States Mail at San Anselmo, California: I

Laurie J. Bartilson, Esquire MAIL
BOWLES & MOXON
6255 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 2000
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Michael L. Walton, Esquire MAIL
P.O. Box 751
San Anselmo, CA 94979

I caused such envelope with postage
thereon fully prepaid to be placed in

I the United States Mail at San Anselmo,
3 California.

I caused said papers to be personally
served on the office of counsel.

[ ] (Personal)

[X] (State) I declare under the penalty of perjury \
under the laws of the State of ,
California that the above is true and
correct.

26“    ~
S DATED: April 10, 1995 A
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